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ABSTRACT

‘The Masterly Apprentice’, is an ongoing graduation studio at the 
TU Eindhoven. The studio focusses on learning from buildings and 
from each other. My generation investigated the Swiss architect 
Miroslav Šik. He shows how one can incorporate and use references 
in the design process. Furthermore, he preaches to learn from 
and respect the past and to enter into a dialogue with it. Through 
combing the knowledge of the past with one’s frame of reference it 
is possible to create a meaningful continuity. 

The first booklet investigates St. Anna’s church in Düren designed 
by Rudolf and Maria Schwarz. Chosen for its beautiful expression 
through the serene use of materials, the contrast between the 
nave and the pilgrims’ hall heightened by the use of light, and its 
flexibility in use. To understand the building throughout, first, his 
theory and the context are explained. Followed by a description of 
the experience through text and images. Then a deeper analysis 
investigates the relationship between form, use, and meaning. 
This is done according to the following themes: responding to the 
context; protection; gathering; flexible use; contrasting spaces; the 
threshold; transcendental space; geometry; parts in a whole. In the 
last section, the materiality and light in the building are studied 
through model making. 

The second booklet presents the design of the theatre in Düren. The 
first section explores what a theatre is and should be. Besides that, 
the contextual demands are analysed. From this analysis I derived 
the aims for the building. The aim of the building is to create a lively 
gathering place which can be used during day an night. Enhancing 
the public life, education, and culture in the city. This demands 
flexibility in use, proper space planning, and spaces where people 
feel comfortable. The second part shows how this vision has been 
transcribed into a design. It explains how the building reacts to the 
context and shows the layout of the building in plan and section. 
Then the relation between meaning, form, and use are elaborated 
for the different parts of the building: the theatre; front of the 
house; back of the house; the facades. The booklet ends with a 
reflection on the things I learned during my graduation studio. 
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A METHODOLOGY
by Matteo Basso and Kapilan Chandranesan

How do we learn from a building?
To understand the process of learning from a building it is useful to 
break it down into its fundamental components and define them.

Subject
A human activity such as learning requires us to reflect on the 
agency of such action. The agent, at the centre of the learning 
process, is who, consciously or unconsciously, is engaging with the 
building at hand, deriving lessons from it. 
The studio Masterly Apprentice - Learning from a Building is 
concerned with the subjectivity of this learning process and 
conceives the individual students as its agents.
Bachelard, french phenomenologist, gives a clear perspective on 
how one could understand the working of the agency. He defines 
the agents as “speaking beings,” or as those subjects who receive 
a poetic image and recreate it, through their imagination. They 
“resonate”, hearing the poem, and “reverberate”, speaking it, thus 
making it their own[1]. For example, admiring an impressionist 
painting of a landscape will enrich the viewer’s experience of 
landscape thereafter by adding a new layer to his perception.
 
“When I receive a new poetic image, I experience its qualities of 
inter-subjectivity. I know that I am going to repeat it in order to 
communicate my enthusiasm. When considered in transmission 
from one soul to another, it becomes evident that a poetic image 
eludes causality”[1].

When we study a building we are not specifically looking at the 
contextual conditions and the causal relationships that influenced 
it. Instead, we are concerned with the individual experience of the 
qualities of the building which we have perceived and that we have 
further researched. 
 
“I always come then to the same conclusion: the essential 
newness of the poetic image poses the problem of the speaking 
being’s creativeness. Through this creativeness the imagining 
consciousness proves to be, very simple but very purely, an origin. 

In a study of the imagination, a phenomenology of the poetic 
imagination must concentrate on bringing out this quality of origin 
in various poetic images”[1].
Through learning from a building we become creative in 
understanding it and combining it with our personal experiences. 
We become conscious, and therefore start making things our own 
through the act of designing.
 
The subjectivity of this process, is rather more an inter-subjectivity, 
which opens up at least two reflections.
Firstly we have, on one hand the agent’s subjective experience and 
on the other the object which is the building at hand, its contextual 
setting, its interpretations, its readings, its narrations, and more 
simply its “reverberations”. The intersubjectivity lies in how these 
factors “resonate” within the agent. The intersubjectivity ties us to 
the architect who designed the building, through learning from it. 
Secondly we notice an inter-subjective layer within the various 
students undergoing similar processes of resonance and 
reverberation, but directed at different buildings. Here the learning 
becomes a horizontal phenomenon by which the peers influence 
and inform each other’s ongoing processes, much alike the 
Montessori method.

Object
The learning process cannot exist without the object of perception 
elaborated into an experience. To understand this process it is 
useful to break down the object in question - the building - into 
its fundamental components. If we consider a building to be 
a complex whole we can describe it as being a material and a 
theoretical construct, tangible and intangible at the same time. 
We identify the tangible, material reality, with the elements that 
make up a building; and the intangible, theoretical construct, with 
the concepts that appropriate the elements of architecture into the 
specificity of each building.
These two fundamental moments – material concepts and 
intangible concepts - in the experience of learning from a building 
can be collectively called architectural aspects. In the way 
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Wittgenstein intends “Aspekt”, as a phenomenological object, one 
makes experience of [2]. 
It is important to understand that the building is approached in 
aspects. The experience of it cannot be in its wholeness, rather 
more it has to go through a reading of various aspects and a 
recombination of them, once understood.
The architectural perception thus depends on the contextual 
conditions of experience.
Recreating an image through a model is an example of how 
one can learn from aspects of the building that are merely one 
part of its existence. The moment described through the picture 
of the building captures a specific position in space, a specific 
lighting condition, specific material compositions, and a specific 
atmosphere which are among the many experiences that can be 
had of the building. The picture of the model, then, recreates the 
conditions captured in original picture.
 
The physical elements and groups of elements participate in the 
creation of the unity of the building. These elements are to be 
intended as all the tangible components, as stairs, walls, windows 
and doors, materials, furniture and so on and so forth.
The concepts are, on the other hand, relationships between us 
and our environment, bringing together the different elements in 
understandable patterns.

“The concepts help us understand ourselves and our environment. 
When things look chaotic and confusing, a concept can help 
establish order in that chaos by showing us how we might 
understand something. Alternatively, where first we might see 
“nothing much,” a concept can help us see things that we would 
otherwise not have noticed by identifying patterns and things”[3].

Activities
As we have defined the subject along with the object of this 
learning moment, we are missing the connection that brings them 
together. As a sentence cannot be complete if verbless, the learning 
cannot exist without an activity. These activities are done by the 

subject -the actor- upon the object -the aspects of the building-.
These activities are a plethora that encompasses analytical thinking 
and sensible experience alike. Because of the high degree of 
subjectivity, we are faced with activities of very different nature, 
depending on one’s attitude towards the aspects of the building 
and on how one approaches learning.
Quite broadly, we identify three moments within which every 
activity can fall. The moments are ordered depending on proximity 
between subject and object. The building and the experience of it 
can happen through different degrees of contact.
The three moments are: the moment of intimacy, when one 
learns in the physical presence of the building; the moment of 
detachment, when one learns in indirect contact through thought, 
or physical means and representations; and the moment of 
reconnection, when one learns through application and design. 
The first two moments involve the attention towards the building 
itself, the third has its primary attention elsewhere, while 
maintaining an instrumental relationship with the building.

Moment of intimacy:
sensing; observing; abstracting; conceptualising; recording; 
describing; abducting.

Moment of detachment:
abstracting; conceptualising; analysing; comparing; connecting; 
imagining; redrawing;copying; reconstructing; exploring; abducting; 
anticipating design.

Moment of reconnection:
discussing; testing; intuiting; remembering; applying; iterating.

Conclusion
“The image offered us by reading the poem now becomes really 
our own. It takes root in us. It has been given us by another, but we 
begin to have the impression that we could have created it, that we 
should have created it. It becomes a new being in our language, 
expressing us by making us what it expresses; in other words, it is 
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at once becoming of expression, and a becoming of our being. Here 
expression creates being.”[1]
So when is it not merely a reproduction?
Doing something with what we have learned means we have 
imbibed it with our personal interpretation, making it part of our 
language. That aspect exists through us, we exist with it.

References
[1] Bachelard, G. (1994). The Poetics of Space. Beacon Press.
[2] Wittgenstein, L. (1977). Anscombe G. E. M., ed. Remarks on Colour. University 
of California Press
[3] Voorthuis, J. (2016, September). Analysis and Critique. Eindhoven [Powerpoint 
slides].
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From  the  beginning  of  the  Masterly  Apprentice  II  studio  we  
are  confronted  with  time  in  architecture.  All  our  learning  
objects  are  objects  from  the  past.  The  appreciation  of  the  
building  that  each  student  picked,  can  never  be  valued  on  
their  own.  In  order  to  do  so  we  need  to  place  the  building  
in  a  complex  framework  of  references  and  relations  created  
throughout  time.  Thus,  we  need  to  concern  ourselves  with  the  
specific  time  span  that  the  building  was  built  in.  The  building  
and  its  architect  were,  like  we  are  now,  inspired  by  cultural  
happenings,  technological  breakthroughs  and  prevailing  societal  
spirit  of  that  time.  We  soon  came  to  the  understanding  that  
in  order  to  learn  from  a  specific  building,  there  is  a  necessity  
to  grasp  the  process  of  the  development  of  ideas.

Recollection  of  the  past
We  like  to  think  of  ourselves  as  truly  original  designers.  
Though,  in  contrary  to  the  common  sense  of  the  word,  
“original”  already  suggests  an  origin  of  the  design  or  idea  
we  often  like  to  point  out  the  fact  how  architects  distinguish  
themselves  from  one  another  and  try  to  be,  as  independent  
as  possible  from  our  predecessors.  But  if  we  take  a  closer  
look  at  the  master  architects  which  are  chosen  for  this  studio,  
the  relevance  to  each  other  cannot  be  unseen:  The  Hedmark  
museum  by  Sverre  Fehn  being  greatly  inspired  by  Carlo  
Scarpa’s  Castelvecchio [1]  or,  Le  Cobusier’s  Plan  Libre  ideas  
that  originates  from  Auguste  Perret’s  concrete  structure [2]  just  
to  name  a  few.  Moreover,  as  T.  S.  Eliot  writes:  

‘[...]  if  we  approach  a  poet  without  this  prejudice  we  shall  
often  find  that  not  only  the  best, but  the most  individual  
parts  of  his  work  may  be  those in  which  the  dead  poets, his  
ancestors,  assert  their immortality  most  vigorously.’ [3]

That  proves  that  none  of  our  designs  are  completely  new  
ideas  in  architecture.  We  learn  from  collective  memories  and  
we  pass  our  knowledge  to  future  generations.  So  called  ‘new  
creations’  are  actually  a  careful  compilation  of  ideas  or  a  

mutation  of  concepts  from  past  architecture.  The  best  ideas  
survived  through  time  and  were  applied  in  multiple  buildings  
each  time  a  bit  changed  and  altered.  R.  Dawkins  introduced  
us  with  the  name  for  this  phenomena  -  a  meme  -  an  idea,  
behavior,  or  style  that  spreads  from  person  to  person  within  a  
culture.[4]

‘Examples  of  memes  are  tunes,  ideas,  catch-phrases,  clothes  
fashions,  ways  of  making  pots  or  of  building  arches.  Just  
as  genes  propagate  themselves  in  the  gene  pool  by  leaping  
from  body  to  body  via  sperm  or  eggs,  so  memes  propagate  
themselves  in  the  meme  pool  by  leaping  from  brain  to  
brain  via  process  which,  in  the  broad  sense,  can  be  called  
imitation.’[5]

Here,  Dawkins  shows  a  Darwinistic  approach  to  cultural  
development  which  could  be  brought  into  relation  with  the  
birth  of,  for  instance,  new  styles  within  art  and  architecture.  
Cultural  beliefs,  like  organisms,  evolve  according  to  the  survival  
of  the  fittest.  The  objects  and  theories  society  remembers  
have  proven  to  be  the  strongest  memes,  while  the  lesser  ones  
did  not  withstand  time  and  were  forgotten.  Like  genes,  memes  
survive  through  mutation  and  alteration,  each  time  a  meme  
is  used  by  a  successor,  the  idea  or  belief  is  reinterpreted  to  
the  needs  of  the  new  object.  Let’s  take  for  example  Roman  
architecture  which  was  greatly  influenced  by  Ancient  Greek  
buildings  and  was  later  rediscovered  in  Renaissance  and  
neoclassical  styles.  Each  forming  a  reflection  and  interpretation  

BUILDING IN TIME
By Kristina  Buzaityte & Milan  Meeuse

A

A1

B C

B1

A2
Fig. 1. Scheme of reflection on the past objects.
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of  the  previous  one.  This  is  illustrated  in  Fig.1.  Let’s  take  a  
building  A,  which  is  interpreted  by  building  B,  thus  B  forming  
A1.  By  the  time  that  B  is  formed  A  is  no  longer  perceived  
in  the  same  manner,  and  becomes  A1.  Building  C  is  again  
a  successor  of  B,  and  therefore  reflecting  B  and  A  in  a  new  
way:  B1  and  A2.  This  eventually  makes  C  a  combination  of  
alternated  beliefs  of  B  and  A.

So,  learning  from  a  building  never  involves  learning  only  from  
one  building  in  particular.  The  analysis  of  the  buildings  portray  
not  merely  the  ideas  of  the  buildings  themselves,  but  an  
intricate  network  of  references  to  past  concepts.  However,  one  
is  not  capable  to  cover  this  whole  spectrum  of  predecessors  
and  successors,  it  is  simply  too  vast  to  examine.  Therefore,  
we  make  choices  according  to  our  individual  experiences  and  
prior  knowledge.  So  in  fact,  we  choose  what  we  want  to  
learn  from  a  building.  

Applying  interpretations
It  is  evident  that  we  are  learning  through  researching  and  
applying.  We  research  our  selected  buildings  and  conclude  
relevant  findings,  which  are  open  to  our  personalized  
interpretation.  During  the  design  process  we  take  these  
interpretations  from  the  analyzed  building  and  use  them  as  a  
starting  point  for  a  concept.  We  then  enrich  them  with  ideas  
drawn  from  prior  experiences  and  coincidental  encounters  
with  other  projects  which  elude  our  interest.  We  develop  our  
designs  while  applying  these  interpretations  in  a  concrete  
and  physical  form.  In  doing  so  we  derive  a  compilation  of  
reflections  drawn  from  the  building  we  analyzed  and  its  
connected  network.

A  schematic  representation  of  this  process  is  shown  in  Fig.  
2.  In  this  scheme  we  take  E  as  the  building  we  analyzed.  A  
and  B  are  a  part  of  E’s  network  (past  references),  so  E  is  a  
compilation  of  the  reflections  of  A  and  B,  making  E  consist  of  
A1  and  B1.  E  greatly  influences  our  design,  and  in  doing  so  

giving  us  a  new  interpretation  of  E  and  its  network.  C  forms  
an  outside  influence  which  is  seemingly  disconnected  from  E.  
Nonetheless,  we  find  this  reference  interesting  and  relevant  to  
our  design.  Therefore  G  becomes  a  compilation  of  both  the  
interpretation  of  C,  E,  A1  and  B1.  Through  collective  work  and  
similar  interests  within  the  Masterly  Apprentice  II  studio,  our  
designed  projects  might  be  influential  for  designs  within  the  
studio.  This  complex  process  can  be  expanded,  and  becomes  
even  more  intricate  the  more  it  progresses.

Our  designs  are  unique  objects,  but  they  are  not  original.  
Through  the  choices  we  make  in  the  analyzed  building  and  
it’s  network  we  derive  with  our  individual  concepts.  However  
they  are  the  combination  of  ongoing  collective  architecture  
memory.    This  makes  learning  from  the  past  evident  in  each  
of  our  designs.  Thus,  learning  is  a  recombination  of  past  
ideas  compiled  in  a  personal  way.

References:
[1]  Neveu,  M.  (2014).  11°  east:  The  intersection  of  Scarpa  and  Fehn.    ARCC  
Conference  Repository.  Retrieved  from http://www.arcc- journal.org/index.php/
repository/article/view/265
[2]  Giedion,  S.  (1941).  Space,  Time  and  Architecture:  The  Growth  of  a    New  
Tradition.  Cambridge:  Harvard  University  Press.  p.328-332
[3]  T.S.Eliot.  (1919).  “Tradition  and  Individual  Talent”.  London:  Periodical    
‘’The  Egoist’’
[4]  Meme  (n.d.)  In  Oxford  Dictionary.  (17  September).  Retrieved  from:   
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/defi nition/meme
[5]  Dawkins,  R.  (1976).  Memes  the  real  replicators.  “The  Selfi  sh  Gene”.    
Oxford:  Oxford  University  Press
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B
E(A1+B1)

G(E1+C1+A2+B2)

C
Fig. 2. Scheme of design process.
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Using references - Learning from Miroslav Šik
The graduation studio Masterly Apprentice focuses on how we learn 
from and relate to other buildings and architects. The studio is on 
one hand an investigation into building culture, on the other – an 
investigation into our individual and collective learning processes. It 
is about the way we build upon the work of others, how we use and 
contribute to the architecture gene pool. 

In order to become a better designer you have to reflect upon 
your own work. Thinking about how you learned from others can 
be very helpful in doing this. We are able to look critically at what 
we are doing. Part of learning from a building is referencing. The 
graduation studio starts with an exploration into what referencing 
is about. Learning about how others use references and learn from 
buildings will guide us in our own learning process. Our graduation 
studio explored the theory of Miroslav Šik, a swiss architect and 
professor at the ETH Zürich, and how in his studio the students use 
references as an important part of their design method. In relation 
to this we will elaborate upon the learning process in our own 
studio and how references are involved in this. A personal reflection 
on what researching Šik teached us will be the conclusion of the 
essay.

Theory 
This way of “relating to” and designing with a reference is evident 
in the theory of Miroslav Šik. Therefore the collective research 
about learning from a building, starts with exploring his ideas. He 
explicitly talks about referencing in his theories and isn’t afraid of 
showing his inspirations. Šik’s ideas are part of the postmodern 
tradition: learning from previous generations, rather than a denial 
of the past. Šik names it “reform” architecture, as striving to 
bring change by reform. This process is evolutionary rather than 
revolutionary. There is no rejection of the past, no “tabula rasa” of 
the urban setting and the buildings we encounter. There have been 
architects before us, as well as vernacular architecture, that we will 
have to deal with and can learn from (b. 1 & 2). 

After his studies at the ETH Zürich under professor Aldo Rossi, 
Šik formed his own approach in the 80’s, developing a method 
he would call “dirty realism”. This method would study the 
surroundings to the smallest detail, starting the design concept 
with a careful pencil hand perspective, where everything, even the 
mud, would be seen. It required Šik and his students to pay a lot of 
attention to detail and profoundly comprehend the environment. 
Drawing in detail compels us to observe the object in a critical 
manner. This way differs from the common way of scrolling through 
a pinterest page and looking at reference buildings. A fast look at 
references can be superficial and oblivious to the surroundings and 
argumentation behind the images we see. We tend to forget that 
they are the final result of a process and part of a context (b.3). 

Way of working
Miroslav Šik’s current method consists of two parts: first, finding a 
place within a “family tree” of his architectural fathers: architects 
whose standpoint he finds applicable to his own designs, and from 
whom he would loan formal means of expression. He tries to find 
how he fits in the general tradition of architecture. Secondly it is 
Miroslav Šik’s ambition to see the potential of the environment and 
design upon this. He is not trying to do this by intruding the context 
with a large gesture and striking up a fight. He in fact is trying to 
eliminate the contrast between the existing urban environment and 
the new building. His own design needs to carefully merge into the 
surroundings (b. 4).

REFERENCE AS A DESIGN METHOD
By Vera Awadis, Simone Creemers and Ieva Mileika

Fig. I: Hand perspective drawing of Miroslav Šik, St. Antonius parish center in Egg, Zurich, 1997
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The context we encounter most often is not spectacular, but we 
still should respect it and respond to it in a dignified manner. 
Most surroundings are ordinary and are not ready for radical 
architecture. The manner described by Šik is about engaging in 
a dialog with the surroundings, introducing a collage of outside 
references and blending this into a harmonious ensemble. 
Somehow the building should help to reveal the quality of the 
surroundings and bring forward the poetics of the everyday life. 
Within the constraints of the context he tries to develop his own 
creativity (b. 5).  

Using this method, Šik arrives at an “empirical stylistic mixture” 
of a building, which shapes his design. This mixture has traces of 
the general tradition of architecture and includes specific formal 
references, it takes account of the specific context, but is also 
rooted in his personal taste. The new building is something of a 
collage in itself (b. 6). 

Whether this in some cases stays at the ‘trying on a dress’ level, 
is for us to judge. Some of Šik’s own work appears to be more 
concerned with the mood and the first impression one gets from 
the facade than the wellbeing of residents using the building. For 
example the facade of the Musikerwohnhaus in Bienenstrasse in 
Zürich (1992-1998) conveys a mood relating to the environment and 
has design elements referring to the surrounding buildings, but little 
attention seems to be spend on the quality of the apartments which 
all are very noisy; as we experienced ourselves during the study trip 
to Switzerland, exploring the building and talking to its residents. 
When just looking at the facade the mixture is a harmonious 
ensemble like Šik’s intention, observing it closely will reveal how 
the building relates to the environment and uncover all the little 
references present in the design. The more you look, the more you 
will see how it relates to the surroundings.

Teaching & studio - how do Šik’s students learn
Professor Šik uses a similar method in the master studio he 
supervises: starting the design with composing a collage of a 

particular mood, using a reference project. It is a tool to visualise 
which mood the student wants to investigate in relation to a real 
location and program. This one image is the leading concept for 
the whole design. The students focus on how they can translate 
the qualities of this first image, an abstract mood into a building, 
a concrete design. They all work on the same site and in the end 
submit their work in a format prescribed by Šik. The reference 
collage becomes the main measure to judge the project by. 
Judgement of the success of the selection and application of this 
reference would be entirely under Šik’s authority (b. 2).

The method seems liberating and restricting at the same time. 
Liberating, since it focuses on one expression, which becomes the 
main theme of the design. A collage of mood and formal means to 
elaborate on in detail and give the atmosphere a real form. Giving 
a name to fascinations, making them very explicit. 

Fig. 1: visit and interview with Miroslav Šik at the ETH Zürich, 28 november 2017
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Focussing on one reference frees the student from all other possible 
intrusions. At the same time it would mean restraining oneself to 
a single reference and acting within this boundary. It would teach 
students discipline and ask for modesty in expressing their own 
ego: it focuses on the actual creation of the building by bringing 
the selected mood to life by spatial and technical means rather 
than the wish to create great architecture. A careful selection of 
a reference picture is critical since the entire design is based on 
it, thus the quality of this choice determines for a large part the 
quality of the project. For a student the reference offers guidance 
along the path of exploration and experimentation while not 
interfering with their own creativity, as creativity is born out of 
restriction as well. 

Our studio - how do we learn
In the studio Masterly Apprentice we work with a similar method 
as Šik’s, choosing one reference as the base for our complete 
graduation research and design. Different to Šik’s studio is that in 
our studio not all students are at the same phase in their design 
process. Every quartile new students join the studio and others 
graduate, like this the composition of studio always changes. In 
addition to this we all have individual reference projects, locations 
and design questions instead of one same assignment. The joint 
theme however is how we learn from buildings. We feel at ease 
to discuss this theme with each other in relation to our own 
projects. It is not about competing to find the best solution for a 
particular design question and site, but about how we all deal with 
the question - how do we learn? Together we try to understand 
and describe the methods of exploring a reference building and 
learning from it. Talking about it and explaining what we do among 
our and other generations of students helps us to reflect upon our 
own designs. The collective essays of our ongoing studio serve as 
a collection of elaborations of the various themes involved in this 
learning process.

The process starts with a fascination for a reference building. 
Inspired by the atmosphere, material qualities, details, light, 

construction and composition of the building, we start investigating 
every detail involved in creating it. By analysis and empirical 
engagement with the building we go in depth trying to grasp how 
the building is set up, finding out how the architect made certain 
design decisions and what he tried to achieve. Making analytical 
drawings and models helps us to explore the reference. The essay 
about redrawing illustrates that by gathering information necessary 
for this step, you come across inconsistencies. Researching these 
provides you with understanding of the design. Modeling in 3D 
helps to understand how the different elements relate to each 
other. 

Recreating the atmosphere of the building in a model gives the 
possibility to physically engage and experience what is involved in 
creating the atmosphere. In each step of the replication process 
you become familiar with a new layer like; the composition of 
elements, the material qualities, the details and the light conditions 
as mentioned in the essay on model making. We can observe 
the impact and expression of the design decisions made by the 
architect in the model and reflect upon them. Visiting the building 
and observing the model creates intimacy between the student and 
reference as mentioned in the essay about the methodology. From 
the reference research together with a site analysis and program 
compilation, we can deduce themes on which we can elaborate in 
our own designs. These themes would form our ambition and are 
the criteria against which we can test our design decisions. While 
trying to translate the themes into a physical building, we can 
always look at how the architect did this in the reference project. 

We can apply the references one on one, but also drift away from 
them in a quest to be original in our own design. During the entire 
design process, we have the reference building and location in mind 
and ask ourselves the question ‘how does what I do relate back to 
this’. We reason our own design decisions against the ones made 
in the reference project. We can ‘try on’ these decisions, almost as 
if it would be a piece of clothing, to see their immediate impact 
and scale in relation to our own vision of a certain design problem. 
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It assists in understanding the scale and complexity of ideas and 
problems we are trying to deal with. We look for elements in the 
reference that might be a solution to our design problems and for 
ways to apply them.

Just like in Šik’s studio the reference building keeps us constrained. 
It holds us up to its level of detail, intensity of experience, treatment 
of site and design concepts, yet liberates us to freely explore it to 
the bone and taking these explorations to our own design. It offers 
us guidance in bringing the design to life. A wisely chosen reference 
building can take our own design to a higher level and allows us to 
strive for achieving the same level of intensity and detail. Creating 
a perspective drawing or recreating the building through a model 
contributes to understanding and imagining the atmosphere. It 
contributes to the empirical form finding: based on experience and 
observations. It gives us the possibility to engage with and reflect 
upon the building.
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MEANINGFUL CONTINUITY
by Rick de Vries & Jan Quinten Gijsbertsen

Articulating a stance on the relationship between old and new 
is a question every architect will face. Miroslav Šik describes the 
relationship he pursues as a “meaningful continuity” and defines it 
as follows: “an ongoing renewal of the old, thus a sense of history 
combined with an affirmation of numerous conventions and 
common practices, and at the same time a clear “yes” to moderate 
and reasonable renewal.” [1]

This definition sounds reasonable, but what does it exactly mean, 
and how do you put it into practice? The start of the explanation 
“an ongoing renewal of the old” could already mean many different 
things ranging from continuously destroying and rebuilding the 
urban fabric, to continuous renovation and musealization of a 
historic inner city. The “affirmation of numerous conventions 
and common practices” and “a yes to moderate and reasonable 
renewal” does give some sense of what it could mean in practice, 
but still does not cancel out any approach. In this essay, we would 
like to dive deeper in what it means to bring meaningful continuity 
into practice, and attempt to define guidelines for achieving a 
meaningful continuity in a new building design.

Understanding ‘meaningful continuity’
In order to get a better understanding of what Šik means with 
meaningful continuity, we will explore what the implications are 
of his definition. For example: notice how Šik says “a sense of 
history” and not “knowledge of history”. This does not imply that 
an architect should know all of the historical context of a given plot, 
it implies that the architect should be able to sense and prioritize 
which aspects of history are important. Therefore, an architect 
should have empathy for the history of the plot he or she designs 
on, and should determine what is important to know, and what is 
not.

The definition shows that “an affirmation of numerous conventions 
and common practices” is of importance when pursuing 
meaningful continuity. As conventions and common practices are 
ideas developed throughout history and are still present today, 

they depict the continuity to this day. Knowing how such common 
practices or conventions have changed over time reveals the 
core concept of such a practice or convention. The core concept 
is the idea behind the convention or practice that has remained 
unaltered. This gives insight into how an architect could transform 
these himself. These are the historical references that should 
become the foundation for a new design. “That is the principle of 
working with references. The more you know, the more you are able 
to transform it” [2].

“At the same time a clear “yes” to moderate and reasonable 
renewal.” Moderation and reasonableness are words which 
are undefined in this context. These words leave a lot open to 
interpretation, which is probably done intentionally. In an interview 
in the magazine Werk, Bauen + Wohnen, Šik describes how he 
takes reference of das alltags (i.e. the commonplace) and das 
volkstümmliche (i.e. that what the people believe is true). He 
states: “Das Volkstümliche bedeutet für uns: was die Oma als Rot 
erkennt, ist rot, und nicht, was ich als Architekt oder als Bestandteil 
einer Gruppe definiere” [3]. Das volkstümmliche means for us: 
that what the grandmother believes is red, is red, and not what 
I as an architect or as part of any group define it to be. We can 
argue that moderate and reasonable renewal is defined by that 
what the people believe to be moderate and reasonable. It asks 
again for empathy from the architect, this time empathy for the 
people, so that even the layman can understand the design as a 
reinterpretation of common practices and building conventions.

Meaningful continuity put into practice
How do we put meaningful continuity into practice? Šik provides us 
with several tools and guidelines. The most important way to create 
a meaningful continuity is to get to know the context one works in. 
This can be divided in two parts, site specific context and the frame 
of reference. Understanding both the context of the site and one’s 
personal frame of reference requires time and persistence, and is a 
continuous learning process. The more one understands his context 
the more one will be able to use and transform it. 
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As Šik describes it: After observing one’s context for a while, 
something remarkable happens: “The grey veil that usually 
envelops everyday life begins to lift. The tiniest flower, the most 
insignificant weed that we always overlooked because it was 
so unimportant, suddenly reveals its beauty. As if the lingering 
gaze were a magic wand, and ‘open sesame’ formula capable of 
disclosing the splendour of anything and everything.” [4] 

Šik finds beauty in what is ordinary, which is usually overlooked. 
He does this through observing the specific context and trying 
to empathise with the surroundings, finding the most important 
characteristics that constitute the atmosphere. In this way he tries 
to capture the essence of the place. What are important aspects to 
consider, and what does this place specifically demand? In this way 
he obtains the knowledge he needs to contribute to a meaningful 
continuity.

Besides understanding the site, Šik has also build up a frame of 
reference throughout his life. A part of  Šik’s frame of reference 
is ‘his family’, which consists of all the architects he is personally 
interested in and analyzed closely. The ‘family’ of Šik, but also one’s 
own ‘family’, grows in time. Through the years one will understand 
the ‘family’ better and see more connections between the different 
‘family’ members and one’s own ideas. Furthermore, during one’s 
life one acquires all sorts of knowledge based on interests and 
experiences. This family is important, as it will help to shape future 
designs. In choosing a reference from their ‘family’, one chooses 
which ideas are worthwhile to be part of the continuity. Introducing 
foreign references into the design should be done consciously, as 
this choice determines which ideas are meaningful to continue.

After understanding the place and broadening one’s frame of 
reference one should be able to identify the core concepts, and 
choose one or more references in order to transform them. There 
is not one right reference, yet the selected reference will have a 
big impact on the design, so it should be selected carefully. The 

transformation of the core concept allows one to develop and 
integrate a new idea. With this, one enters into a dialogue with the 
core concept. This dialogue is a nuanced act of designing, it is a 
combination of one or more references with a core concept, where 
these references should not dominate the core concept.

In an interview Šik explains how he teaches his students to 
incorporate a reference into the design. He uses an example of the 
use of solar technology. Most of the students put them on the roof, 
but this does not necessarily create a meaningful continuity, as it 
is not incorporated into the design, but more a separate addition. 
It would be better if it were incorporated in a design element, 
for example in the facade configuration. In this way one can use 
solar technology as a force to change the tradition. This process 
of transforming and combining references will become easier the 
longer one works with it. “The liberty of transformation comes by 
time” [5].

Conclusion
To conclude, Šik’s definition does not provide well defined 
conditions when a design adds to a meaningful continuity. Yet 
combining his definition of meaningful continuity and his theories, 
he does give guidelines how an architect should design in order to 
create a meaningful continuity. 

Firstly, it is important to acquire knowledge of the site to learn what 
the common practices and conventions are. This is done through 
investing time to observe the site closely and trying to capture 
which elements are essential in the place. After determining the 
essential elements of the place it is important to consciously 
select one or more references. This is an important choice as it will 
determine which ideas will be part of the continuity. 

Secondly, these essential elements should be transformed using 
the selected reference by entering into a dialogue. This dialogue, 
an act of designing, wherein the knowledge of the core concepts 
is combined with personal references, might cause ones design 
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to evolve in something that is meaningful. In the end it will be 
beneficial to spend as much time as possible to get to know one’s 
frame of reference and the site. This will help to become better at 
transforming and to create a meaningful continuity. 
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“It’s about time that we understood urban architecture as a 
dialogue based, evolving, and collective artwork. Through its 
design, the mood it conveys, and its usage, every new building can 
strike up a dialogue with its local surroundings, no matter how 
much the structure might appear to be bursting with fragments 
both old and alien.’’ [1]

In his goal to create ensembles by means of his buildings, one of 
Sik’s main design tools is the concept of ‘Verfremdung’. The word 
‘Verfremdung’ has no literal translation in the dictionary. Words 
that approach ‘Verfremdung’ the closest are ‘estrangement’ and 
‘defamiliarization’ but they still do not grasp its full meaning. 
Therefore, this essay will explore the design tool ‘Verfremdung’ 
in theory as well as practice. This will be done by means of the 
following research question: ‘What role does ‘Verfremdung’ play in 
the design process and what are its possibilities?’

First the essay will start by identifying the position of ‘Verfremdung’ 
in the design process. Subsequently the process of ‘Verfremdung’ in 
Sik’s Musikerwohnhaus will be described. In order to explore other 
interpretations of ‘Verfremdung’, the tool will be linked to multiple 
case studies to investigate its possibilities. The conclusion will offer 
a broad summary of the essay and answers the research question. 

Identification
Sik takes ‘Verfremdung’ as a design tool to achieve a certain 
‘ensemble’. Different buildings in a city are like musicians with 
different musical instruments. “All inhabitants and designers play 
a dedicated and creative part.”[2] It means that different parts of 
the city can maintain their own uniqueness while meeting the same 
coherence.
 
In order to achieve an ‘ensemble’, designers look for references 
that match the context, and make a collage out of the selected 
references. The next step is to modify this collage in order to create 
a different expression which contributes to the ‘ensemble’. An 
important aspect of this process is that the modified product should 

create a coherence with the context. “If architectures merely collide 
and clash, the result is fragments and contrasts, but not urban 
architecture.”[3]  The transformation from collage to modified 
product can be described as ‘Verfremdung’. It can be understood 
as a process of defamiliarization that finally becomes a modified 
representation of the initial reference.

The designer’s approach to ‘Verfremdung’ is based on the most 
direct and subjective understanding for the sense of the place, 
instead of abstract diagrams and mapping. There is no absolute 
or universal method for ‘Verfremdung’ which can be applied to 
all projects. Therefore, in the following parts, different kinds of 
‘Verfremdung’ will be discussed by introducing a number of case 
studies. 

‘Verfremdung’ in Miroslav Sik’s Musikerwohnhaus
Miroslav Sik’s Musikerwohnhaus in Zürich is a clear example of a 
project where ‘Verfremdung’  was used. The building site is located 
in an industrial part of the city, which mainly consists of large scale 
offices and warehouses. In this project Sik used ‘Verfremdung’ 
for the geometry of the building, the materialization, and specific 
design elements.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF ‘VERFREMDUNG’
by Zou Danfeng, Sjoerd Deckers & Wilbert de Rooij

References Collage ‘Verfremdung’ Product

Miroslav Sik

‘Verfremdung’ process
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For the footprint Sik aligned the Musikerwohnhaus with the 
adjacent buildings, parallel to the street. The height of the building 
is mediating between the heights of the surrounding buildings. 
Also the materialization of the Musikerwohnhaus is inspired by its 
context. In this area of the city concrete is a widely used building 
material. Miroslav Sik responds to this context by applying grey 
stucco for the streetsides of the facades. For the facades at the 
courtyards Sik selected a warm yellowish stucco, to create a more 
cheerful experience. In this way Sik responds to the context, but 
at the same time dares to differ from it to create a more desirable 
experience for the specific function of the building.

Besides the geometry, and materialization, Miroslav Sik also uses 
context-related elements as references for the ‘Verfremdung’. From 
the direct context Sik uses the geometry of the glass facades of 
the bus depot to create the staircases. An other reference he uses 
for his design are traditional French windows, which are commonly 
used in Zürich. In the staircases Miroslav Sik added decorative 
elements, which are derived from musical notes, in order to display 
the building’s function. The Musikerwohnhaus illustrates a broad 
range of references Miroslav Sik uses for ‘Verfremdung’, to make 
this building a coherent element in its context.

Same tool, different outcomes
Although Sik mentions the use of ‘Verfremdung’ very explicitly in 
his theories, it is not a tool only used by Sik. In fact, ‘Verfremdung’ 
is a tool used by most architects in a more or less explicit way. The 
outcome of the process of ‘Verfremdung’ is highly dependant on 
the attitude and personal preferences of an architect. Even if the 
architects are using similar types of references, the outcome can 
still differ a lot. A comparison between the Bürgerhuus by Sik and 
the auditorium theatre by Siza proves this phenomenon.

Both architects use the direct context of the design location as 
leading references for the shape and materialization of their 
buildings. However, the interpretations of these similar references 
are very different. Sik incorporates the fine grain size of the 

buildings surrounding the plot within the shape of his own building. 
Siza on the other hand relates the main shape of the theatre 
to the hills surrounding the village. Where Sik tries to mimic a 
natural stone by modifying the surface of the concrete he uses, 
Siza uses the most common local building material as cladding 
for his building. Also the influence of personal preferences, such 
as the italian balconies in Sik’s project as well as the promenade 
architecturale in Siza’s building, contribute significantly to the 
differences between the two eventual designs.

The comparison shows that both architects acquire references 
from local shapes, building materials and personal preferences. 
Both architects apply the tool ‘Verfremdung’ on their chosen 
references. However, the outcome of their designs is very different. 
This can be explained by two factors. The first one is the choice 
of references in which architects are free to chose the ones that 
suits them best. The other one is the degree of ‘Verfremdung’ an 
architect applies on a certain reference. The architect decides how 
far an element is estranged from its reference. Given these two 
arguments,‘Verfremdung’ is, quoting Miroslav Sik, a tool which can 
result in millions of possible outcomes.[4] 

Variations on the tool ‘Verfremdung’
Within ‘Verfremdung’ multiple variations can be identified. In some 
cases the ‘Verfremdung’ is applied in such a way that it becomes 
questionable whether ‘Verfremdung’ is the right word to explain 
it. Using ‘Gebouw A’ in Radio Kootwijk as reference project two 
variants are illustrated. 

A variation of ‘Verfremdung’ is more of a typological ‘Verfremdung’. 
In this way of ‘Verfremdung’ not a specific building element is 
selected, but the final design resembles multiple characteristic 
elements of a certain building type. A nickname of ‘Gebouw A’ is 
‘cathedral of the Veluwe’. Not only does the shape of the body and 
the tower show resemblance with a cathedral, also in the large 
hall a large balcony is present. In cathedrals these balconies are 
often used for the organ. In this case characteristic elements from 

Musikerwohnhaus

Decorative elements

Bürgerhuus

Auditorium theatre

Gebouw A
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a cathedral can be recognized in the building, but it lacks a certain 
precision to unambiguously state that the building is a direct 
product of ‘Verfremdung’. For the reference with a cathedral the 
word ‘analogy’ may be more suitable. 

Another variation of ‘Verfremdung’ illustrates the difference 
between ‘Verfremdung’ and its English description 
‘defamiliarization’. In this case the elements themselves are familiar 
elements. However the combination of these elements in a certain 
context, create an unfamiliar or unusual experience. In ‘Gebouw 
A’ tadelakt, an ancient lime plastering technique from Morocco, is 
used to cover the walls. Both the material itself and the production 
technique are applied in the traditional way. The defamiliarization 
arises when the Moroccan plaster is combined with tile patterns 
inspired by Persian carpets, and Amsterdam School style staircases, 
within the Dutch building tradition.

The different variations of ‘Verfremdung’ illustrate the ambiguity 
around the precise meaning of the concept. In other words, 
Miroslav Sik’s concept of ‘Verfremdung’ can’t be simply defined or 
translated into estrangement, defamiliarization, or analogy. 

Verfremdung over time
In the classic revival movement of the 19th century, eclecticism 
directly integrates the elements of ancient Rome and ancient Greek 
architecture without much transformation and interpretation, 
although its purpose was to create a new architectural style. 

Nowadays, although historical architectural language appears 
in contemporary projects, most architects tend to not directly 
copy symbols from historical buildings anymore. On the contrary, 
architects often create new variations on old elements. For 
example, in the Tama Library, where the arch is no longer subject 
to structural requirements, but is transformed into a pure aesthetic 
element. The spatial sequence formed by continuous arches can 
also be seen in the Dragon Art Museum. Both of these buildings do 
not directly borrow historical elements, but instead use more subtle 

means to convert these historical elements into new expressions.
 
Some projects draw inspiration from engineering projects, for 
example the Steilneset Memorial of Peter Zumthor. The slender 
shape of the building mimics the construction of a ship in the 
shipyard. Another example is the Burgo Paper Mill which uses a 
concrete bridge structure, which lifts the concrete roof with steel 
cables, creating a large-span structure to suit the needs of the 
factory. Both buildings extract properties from references that 
meet the needs of the architect who subsequently re-interpret 
them. This illustrates that the scope of references is less limited to 
the architectural domain. It can be extended to anything in our 
everyday life, also resulting in different methods of ‘Verfremdung’. 
The result is the diversification of the contemporary architectural 
practice. We can learn from culture in the broadest sense and 
use ‘Verfremdung’ to form our own architectural language, which 
results in a wider variety of architectural designs.

Conclusion
What role does ‘Verfremdung’ play in the design process and what 
are the possibilities? ‘Verfremdung’ is the part in the design process 
in which modification takes place. The way this ‘Verfremdung’ 
is executed is highly dependant on the approach and personal 
preferences of the architect. This becomes clear in the different case 
studies. They demonstrate that although the same tool is used, the 
way the tool is used differs, resulting in different outcomes.

‘Verfremdung’ can be compared to gene mutation. In gene 
mutation the original gene evolves into a new one. Sometimes this 
evolution is positive, sometimes it is negative. Nevertheless, the 
possible mutations are endless. For genes, natural selection makes 
sure that the positive mutations survive while the negative ones 
vanish. Natural selection is not available for ‘Verfremdung’. Instead, 
it is the architect who has the responsibility to decide whether 
a mutation is positive or negative based on his own personal 
preferences and experience.

Staircase

Tama library & Dragon art museum

Steilneset Memorial & Burgo Paper Mill
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25). Retrieved May 7, 2018, from http://costruirecorrettamente.org/site/
approfondimento/informative_detail.php?doc_id=214
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As was evident from the previous essays, the terms ‘continuity’, 
‘ensemble’ and ‘estrangement’ run as constant, recurring themes 
in Miroslav Šik’s writings, lectures and public talks. With this essay, 
we first give an overview of these theories by doing a close reading 
of some of Šik’s publications where the terms are mentioned. The 
results of these readings and our critical interpretations of them will 
then be assessed in Šik’s practice by considering them in a realized 
project whose conception has allegedly (by Šik himself as well as 
other theorists) been rooted in these terms; the hotel complex La 
Longeraie in Morges, western Switzerland.

Terminology
On continuity, Šik writes: “Anyone who is fascinated by the variety 
of the city he lives in will be interested in its preservation and 
continuity. [...] By meaningful continuity, I mean an on-going 
renewal of the old...” [1]. Here, Šik defines continuity with the 
seemingly paradoxical phrase “ongoing renewal of the old”. He 
clarifies this further: “... thus a sense of history combined with 
an affirmation of numerous conventions and common practices, 
and at the same time a clear “yes” to moderate and reasonable 
renewal.”[1]. Šik uses the phrases ‘numerous conventions’ and 
‘common practices’ fairly liberally, they are left subjective and open 
for interpretation. This vagueness somewhat typifies Šik’s tone. 
Concepts and ideas are kept ambiguous and only made specific 
as they are translated into practice. This also means that terms 
and definitions he uses might refer to slightly different things when 
describing different projects. Room is left out for particular, context- 
and project-specific solutions.

Another distinction of Šik’s writing is the fact that he often writes 
prescriptively; he frequently speaks of how things should be. To a 
certain extent, this is also true for his lecturing; the phrase “Every 
building must have...” recurs often during his public talks and 
school lectures. This signifies Šik’s strong opinion and his passion 
for architecture. 

During a visit by the ‘Masterly Apprentice’ studio to the ETH, where 

Šik teaches, we witnessed how ruthlessly competitive his studios 
are. Šik employs a ranking system with a ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ wall 
for successful and less successful student project entries. However, 
we were also surprised by how open he was towards ideas that 
diverge from his own. He does not impose his views on his student 
nor does he expect them to agree with him. Which was evident 
from the wide variety of approaches and styles on the ‘winners’ 
wall. 

With these observations in mind and looking back at the previous 
quote on ‘continuity’, we can start observing this dual tone that is 
both indistinct and dictative. A crude interpretation of the quote 
would be: “One should, in one way or another, aspire to achieve 
continuity by combining existing historical elements with common 
practices and conventions”.

Regarding the notion of ensemble, Šik writes: “The ensemble in 
architecture is first of all not a composition. The complex blocks 
of buildings were not chiseled out by a single masterful hand, and 
the textures and details do not form a stylistic unity”[2]. This quote 
should be read with the premise that Šik sees the ensemble as 
something that architects should desire to achieve. In this excerpt, 
Šik states that an ensemble is not so much about elements being 
identical replicas of each other, but rather merely similar. He 
explains further: “If perchance we do take in several buildings 
at a sweeping glance that are grouped around an evidently 
collective spatial figure, while forming balanced volumes and a 
coherent mood, we can be sure that we are witnessing a typical 
Gesamtkunstwerk, or total work of art.”[2]. Elsewhere he writes: “If 
we understand identity within variety to mean the marriage of 
adjacent buildings as it has evolved in some cases across several 
decades, we come closer to what we mean by ensemble”. In other 
words, an ensemble involves an (unspecified) intricate balance 
between variety and uniformity. In an urban context, both of these 
are accommodated by a ‘natural’ evolution throughout time. 
Uniformity is provided by the common, locale-specific architectural 
language (type) and variety by the specific influences of the 

ŠIKS THEORY IN PRACTICE
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architects of the individual buildings (model). The distinction made 
here between type and model is used as characterized by French 
theorist Quatremère de Quincy, namely that the type describes the 
general guidelines that can be followed and the model the result of 
a practical application of these guidelines.

The term variety in the earlier-mentioned phrase ‘identity within 
variety’ is defined by Šik as ‘estrangement’. It is often wrongly 
translated from the German ‘verfremdung’ into ‘alienation’. 
Indeed, the term ‘alienation’ carries a negative connotation that is 
undoubtedly not intended by Šik, whereas ‘estrangement’ is more 
neutral in this sense. Estangment can be described as the process 
where new elements are made to clearly relate to existing ones 
while at the same time show visual divergences. According to Šik, 
applying estrangement correctly would result in a ‘dialogue’ which 
would otherwise not be there in a context where the elements 
perfectly imitate each other. To remain in the speech analogy, the 
latter would produce an echo chamber, where all participants are 
in complete agreement - by definition, an unproductive activity. Šik: 
“[...] neighboring buildings enter into a dialogue when they relate 
to one another by way of their color schemes, details, or volumes, 
but at the same time display other features that are different. 
If instead the buildings resembled one another in architectural 
expression and milieu, completely imitating each other, then we 
would have a pure stylistic analogy. And this, strictly speaking, does 
not constitute variety and is therefore not an ensemble.”[3]

Now that a terminology with clear definitions is established, we can 
start evaluating the different concepts against Šik’s architecture, 
more specifically, La Longeraie hotel complex in western 
Switzerland.

La Longeraie
The hotel complex is a former early-20th century catholic boarding 
school which was expanded with a church and two adjacent 
buildings in the 1950’s and ‘60’s. These additions were designed by 
Swiss architect Pellegrino in so-called Perret-style (images 1 and 2). 

In 1990, Miroslav Šik won a competition for the repurposing of the 
compound into a complex with multiple hotel wings, restaurants, a 
gymnasium and congress rooms. Šik’s competition entry consisted 
of a redesign of all the façades except the church’s. He also added 
a new colonnade connecting the different buildings (images 5).

The main challenge was to maintain unity within the different 
buildings despite the vast differences in façade compositions and 
window types and sizes. Šik did this by preserving the Perret theme 
and expanding it to all buildings (until then, this was only the case 
in the Pellegrino additions). This Perret-style is expressed in the 
window details, namely the protruding window and door frames 
and the horizontal bands that encircle the buildings. However, there 
where the this frame grid in a Perret façade is a direct expression 
of the load-bearing concrete structure, this is not the case in La 
Longeraie, as it is only used to ensure visual unity (see image 2 and 
6).

4. Chapelle de la Longeraie, Pellegrino3. Palais d’Iéna, Paris , Auguste Perret

1. Mobilier National, Auguste Perret 2. Mobilier National, Auguste Perret

5. Redesigned parts by Šik

6. Exploded view window detail
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The colonnade is another tool Šik uses to maintaining aesthetic 
coherence. Here, estrangement (which as we established earlier, 
was needed to create the ensemble) is achieved by using different 
types of columns which are employed to denote the different 
functions; the restaurant building is lined with unornamented 
rectangular columns and the hotel building with classically 
decorated ones (image 7). 

At the same time, both column types relate to each other by the 
fact that they form a continuous colonnade and that they are both 
occasionally positioned in pairs.

Conclusion
Looking back at Šik’s approach for the redesign of La Longeraie 
and evaluating it against his (broad) theoretical views, we can safely 
say that Šik was successful in specifying and translating them into 
practice. 

Šik applies a single window type to create variations that fit the 
existing façade composition (image 8). Here, all windows ‘speak’ 
the same language but ‘say’ different things. A similar but different 
method is applied for the columns in the colonnade where one 
column type is an abstraction of the other. Šik defines these 
processes as ‘verfremdung’ or ‘estrangement’. This ensures what 
he calls ‘identity within variety’ which in turn would lead to an 
‘ensemble’, unifying the entire complex.
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Experiencing
“The world is filled with a great dialogue which 
passes back and forth between thing and thing, 
between form and form. The body is drawn into 
this great flow of speech. It is open to every in-
vocation which comes to it from the forms and it 
replies to them with clear forms of its own, forms 
which it assumes for the moment and then relin-
quishes once more. This dialogue is not limited 
to the sound of words alone: it is exercised with 
the whole body and all its limbs. Thus the body 
is constantly formed and yet, beyond all trans-
formation, it remains true to itself.” [CI22]

Engaging in this dialogue is best done with the 
whole body. To experience the building thor-
oughly one needs to use all the senses. The hand 
can grasp around an object and ‘see’ the object 
from the front and the back at the same time. 
It can feel the texture and temperature of the 
material. However, the hand can not reach far. 
The eye can reach far, but only sees the side of 
things turned towards it. Moving through space 
we see and feel new things. New angles, new 
near and far, a new focus, and so on. Each sense 
has its own limitations, but together the senses 
make a whole and complement each other.[CI]

Schwarz’s churches are best understood when 
one is physically present in the church. One has 
to turn with the whole body, feel the structure 
embracing and become silent. It is difficult to 
convey this experience and it will not be possi-
ble to fully embody this experience. However, I 
will try to communicate the possible experience 
through describing my own experiences. I will 
do this through the use of a textual description, 
strengthened by images. 

The act of description is a process of selecting 
and translating. I describe the things I see and 
notice and which I find interesting enough to 
transcribe. It is based on my frame of reference 
and also limited to this. The description further 
depends on the moment one arrives. One is 
influenced by his interests at that moment, by 
his mood, and by the weather. During different 
events and even during the day a building is 
used variously and the light enters differently. 
To get an extensive view of the church I visited 
it at five different moments. All gave me a differ-
ent image of the church and every time I noticed 
something new and different.  

This process of transcribing the experience has 
contributed a lot to my learning from the build-
ing. I had to experience the church intensely and 
observe everything. And ask myself the question 
what do I really see, how do I describe its feel, 
its colour. Finding the right words to transcribe 
the experience took a lot of time and required to 
look really closely at the things described.  Fur-
thermore, I tried to capture the essence of the 
church and of its parts in photographs. Paying 
attention to light and framing.

St. Anna’s church in Düren
Rudolf Schwarz
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PROLOGUE
Selecting a building

The studio Masterly apprentice focuses on learning from a building, 
a master, a reference, and each other. The obtained knowledge 
can then be applied in your own design. At the start of the studio, 
the student has to choose one building which he will analyse 
thoroughly. To analyse a building one first has to choose a building. 
A difficult task since there are so many interesting buildings and 
the chosen building will determine a big part of one’s graduation 
project. It will be the base of the research and eventually the 
design. 

The search for ‘my’ building started with browsing for buildings 
I like. I looked through books, searched the internet, and 
remembered the spots I loved to visit, or which just amazed me. 
I narrowed down my search to four buildings. The picture of St. 
Anna’s church had bewitched me. I did not know the building or 
architect but I some way I loved it. The building evoked a sense of 
purity and thoughtfulness in me. The materials and the contrasts in 
light were balanced well and are well balanced. I had to explore it 
further. 

To make my final decision on he building I compared the buildings. 
The buildings seem to have not much in common. I was interested 
in why I choose them and what links them together. So, I set out to 
explore my own interest and style which I developed over the years. 
The recurring themes and interests are the following: 

Flexibility in use; places to gather; own identity; respond to the 
place; reducing to the essence; order and randomness; the in-
between space; transition public-private; frame of reference; 
analogies; time(lessness); meaningful continuity.

These themes are best expressed and present in the church 
of St. Anna. This booklet will shed a light on this beautiful and 
revolutionary building, which learned me a lot. I hope you, as 
reader, will enjoy this building as much as I did and learn from it as 
well.   

Figure 1: St. Anna’s church, Düren (Rudolf Schwarz)

Figure 3: Krizanke theatre, Ljubljana (Joze Plecnik)

Figure 2: Villa Karma, Montreux (Adolf Loos)

Figure 4: Church of St. Micheal, Ljubljana (Joze Plecnik)
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The first step in understanding the building, is 
the exploring phase. This phase focuses on un-
derstanding the ideas of Schwarz, what does he 
preach? Furthermore, this section researches 
the context and elaborates on the site and time 
wherein the building has been built. The study-
ing of his theory and the context does not end 
in the exploring phase, it also continuous while 
analysing and designing. However, the biggest 
part of the studying of the context is done in the 
beginning.

Rudolf Schwarz and Maria Schwarz are both 
architects and married together. They have de-
signed a lot of buildings together, in particular a 
lot of churches. They also taught together at the 
University of Aachen. Rudolf Schwarz was born 
in 1897 and died in 1961. Maria Schwarz was 
born in 1921 and died in 2018. Rudolf Schwarz 
studied in Berlin and was during this time influ-
enced by Hans Poelzig and Romano Guardini 
and was the leader of the Catholic youth move-
ment Quickborn. He worked closely with Hans 
Swippert and Rudolf Steinback. He was also be-
friended with Mies van der Rohe and influenced 
him a lot [1]. 

Schwarz also wrote a lot about church build-
ing. Most of his theories were revolutionary, his 
books and buildings had, and still have, a major 
influence on church building. His texts are not 
always easy to understand. Not only because 
one needs to already know something about 
church building, but also because he introduces 
a new form of communicating his ideas. 

Through rewriting, I learned a lot about his theo-

ries. I first needed to understand his ideas really 
well and explore them thoroughly before I could 
write them down in my own words. Besides that, 
I had to summarize, select and combine the 
text into a coherent and relevant story. I hope 
to give you as reader as much information as 
needed, without overflooding or confusing you. 
However, the best way to understand his theo-
ries is to read his books. This section also briefly 
summarizes the history of Düren. With the main 
event, the destruction of St. Anna’s church and 
how Schwarz approached rebuilding the church. 

Exploring
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In 1938 Schwarz wrote his revolutionary book ‘Vom Bau der Kirche’. 
In this book, he explains his vision for (church) architecture in seven 
plans. These plans form together a whole, and form the essence of 
a (sacral) building based on Schwarz’s believes. He questions the 
whole of church building and proposes a new form of approaching 
everything. Mies van de Rohe states that this book has: “the 
power to transform our thinking” [2]. A book which is written in 
Germany’s darkest hour, “but it throws light for the first time on the 
question of church building, and illuminates the whole problem of 
architecture itself” [3].

In short, the seven plans communicate the following process: 
people come together as one community around Christ. Creating 
unity and a sheltering space. Then the whole opens up into the 
infinite. The people set forth, out of security. They open up towards 
God and their prayers rise up. The people are drawing near to 
the goal. The Lord is waiting for them with his arms outstretched. 
People are moving from the pure dark into the pure light. In the 
end, the people are once more united around Christ. This end is 
when they enter heaven [4].

The plans can be seen as instructions, but not as model designs, 
or specifications, or part of an architectural canon, or formulas. 
The plans are ‘seeds’. ‘Seeds’ which wait to grow up, and not to be 
copied down. Standing in its true tradition of living in the future 
and past and in the changing generations of history [5]. It is difficult 
to understand but worth reading. It is not only useful to read for 
church architecture, but also if one wishes to learn more about 
architecture. The remaining of this chapter will explain the plans in 
more detail, but it is still general.

Plan 1: Sacred Inwardness – The Ring
“For the celebration of the Lord’s Supper a moderately large, well-
proportioned room is needed, in its centre a table and on the table 
a bowl of bread and a cup of wine. The table may be decorated 
with candles and surrounded by seats for the congregation. 

That is all. Table, space and walls make up the simplest church” [6]. 

A ring is a form of cohesion, inward focused. Creating a sense of 
belonging together, everyone in the circle shares the same focal 
point. The centre is the point which all eyes share and where the 
table stands. Connecting everyone to and through God. A circle is a 
natural form of coming together as a community. To talk together 
or share the same event happening in the middle [7].

Plan 2: Sacred Parting - The open Ring
“This plan is meant to weave into a unity inwardness and 
remoteness, a sheltering and an opening up, existence and way, 
and it is meant to open up a space into the infinite” [8].

The meaning of this plan is parting, setting forth. The people wish 
to take the first step but they doubt a moment “on the threshold” 
between security and the way. The circle is broken through and is 
now vulnerable and open to the things ‘outside’ the circle [9].  

THE SEVEN PLANS
The Church Incarnate

Figuvre 6: First plan

Figure 7: Second plan
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Plan 3: Sacred Parting – The Chalice of Light
“The world lies open under heaven. The people stand in a ring 
about the altar, the sacrifice of their prayers rises “like incense” 
and the eternal Word descends. The “open heaven” comes down to 
the altar to dwell in the midst of men” [10].

The spot on which the altar stands belongs simultaneously to two 
worlds. It mediates between heaven and earth. It transmits the light 
of God [11].  

Plan 4: Sacred Journey – The Way
“This plan completes the parting and carries out the movement 
which was made ready in the second plan. Thus it finishes the 
second plan. […] Sheltering space turns into the path leading 
toward the goal which lies ‘ahead’” [12].

It is the destiny of the people who journey here to be ‘on the way’. 
They have given up their home and know that they have been 
‘sent forth’. They know that they have come from somewhere and 
that they are going somewhere, that they have an origin and a 
destination, and they know too, that this way leads from God to 
God and that therefore it is a sacred way [13].  

Plan 5: Sacred Cast – The Dark Chalice
“The fifth plan shows the people moving into the new land which 
has been made ready for them. They are coming out of the 
distance in a long train. Their journey is almost completed and now 
they are drawing near to the goal. Opened wide, heaven is waiting. 
The Lord, sitting at the front, stretches out his arms toward the 
train of people” [14].

People are moving from the Dark into the light. Each segment of 
the way has a light and a dark part. Moves from pure dark to pure 
light, with the Lord waiting at the end with open arms [15].  

Plan 6: Sacred Universe – The Dome of Light
“The sixth plan shows the world made round again and the people 
united once more about the centre. Thus from the very end of time 
this plan replies to the beginning of time. It fulfils and explains the 
very first plan. [...] The end-form itself is no longer a process since in 
it time stands still. It is one single glorification, a song of praise, the 
unalloyed existence of joy” [16].

Plan 7: The Cathedral of All Times – The Whole
“Where it leaves the one centric form and where it flows into the 
other arise situations of transition, situations of departure and of 
homecoming. [...] The whole form present at one time is once more 
like a tree, with its crown of roots buried in the darkness, its trunk, 
and its crown of branches in the light” [17].

In each of the six plans, the other plans are present either as 
memory or as foreshadowing. Each one of them tends toward the 
whole, but they are themselves only the organ which is used to 
serve it and which then rests once more. Together they create one 
living body [18].  

Figure 8: Third plan

Figure 9: Fourth plan

Figure 10: Fifth plan 

Figure 11: Sixst plan

Figure 12: Seventh plan
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A LANDSCAPE OF WORSHIP
Composing a landscape of worship

“The building enters into the great drama that is played out before 
God in its own way; it provides a ground plan and a space, and 
embeds the sacred process in a grandly constructed hallowed 
state. The architect has to compose a landscape of worship from 
an earthly place.” [19]

While describing his first church, Rudolf Schwarz directly states his 
view on architecture and the role of the architect. The architect has 
to create a landscape of worship, this landscape consists of three 
realms. The first one is the world, in which we as creatures live, the 
world opens gradually towards God. The second is the threshold, 
which is the altar and Christ, who mediates between the world and 
heaven. The third realm is the open heaven, which is an inaccessible 
and unperceivable space, an indescribable eternity where God lives. 
The threshold separates humanity and God, but both also open 
towards each other. They enter into a dialogue, there is an eternal 
movement between the realms with the prayers rising up and God 
responding. [20] 

The landscape of worship is the stage for the act of worship. This 
act is a spatial process bound to a fixed spot, the altar, from which 
the whole action unfolds. This action is not only carried out by the 
building, but also by the people. The relation between the stage 
and action will be discussed in the next paragraph.  

Stage and action 
When visiting a play in the woods there was an evident stage 
that the performers used as a backdrop for their play. The play 
developed through time, but the stage remained fixed, however 
sometimes a new part of scenery was introduced to help the story 
unfold. While watching the play, I was distracted by a group of 
birds hovering around. I noticed again that I was surrounded by 
trees. Aren’t these trees also part of the stage? And these birds 
could as well have been part of the play? 

A stage is everything which lives longer in a space of time than 
that within which the action lives. The stage is the more permanent 
layer in which action takes place. However, not everything is as 
permanent as everything else. Action has a beginning and an 
ending, it is a process based on transformation in space and time. 
There is a gradient from permanent to almost transforming, with a 
grey area between almost transforming and action. 

For example, in theatre there is a stage which is part of the building 
and does not change for a longer period of time. Each play has 
its own scenery, which is only a permanent stage during one play. 
In the play maybe new scenery is introduced during the play, and 
become part of the existing scenery. And then some attributes 
come and go. All of a sudden the whole scenery starts to rotate 
during one whole scene. Does it now become part of the action as 
well?

For Schwarz the relation between stage and action is really 
important, since for him the church is built through the act of 
worship. Which is a spatial process bound to a fixed spot. So, 
the flowing space of action is embedded in the fixed space of 
architecture. Where “Architecture lasts only in order to let back into 
happening” [21].

Figure 13: St. Fronleichnam church

Figure 14: Sketch from memory

Figure 15: Stage for Don Giovanni by 
Es Devlin
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Structure as Play of Light
The act of worship is a spatial process which is bound to a fixed 
spot. As a process of spatial transformation it can all unfold from 
this spot, the altar. In ancient religious buildings this process is 
achieved by the transition from one space into another. On the 
contrary, Schwarz wants this process to be in one space welling 
forth from within. 

The church is shaped by the actions which take place. For example 
the yearly events, the setting and rising of the sun each day, the 
praying and the breathing of visitors. The building should serve 
this action. The ideal for Schwarz would be to give up the fixed 
structural space and to use the structure simply as a means to 
render the ever-changing space. If we could succeed in making the 
inner spatiality of the process of worship visible, so the building and 
the action run parallel, the flowing and fixed space would be one. 
In a theatre, and especially in the opera, this is partly achieved. The 
action spreads a powerful area of sound and the scenery (stage) 
changes frequently. Would it not be nice if the whole stage for the 
act of worship could be set into motion [22]? 

Structure as Vessel
“The chalice is a drinking vessel: in the first place it is a vessel, a 
concave form into which we may pour a liquid, and hence it is a 
form needful of completion; secondly, it is a vessel for drinking 
and hence a form related to man, to his hand, his eye, his mouth; 
thirdly, it is God’s holy blood which is drunk from it and thus the 
chalice is a form which is open to God but it is a form made by 
man. And since it is as form that the chalice is related to all these 
things, it is itself something”[23].

The structure of the church can be seen as a vessel. It is the 
structure which is left over after it has been used. It has a form and 
this form has a meaning given by its use. Schwarz his first ‘church’ 
was a chalice. The chalice is an instrument formed by function and 
meaning. When a building or thing answers to its function and 
meaning, for Schwarz then beautiful, clear, basic forms arise. 

Figure 16: Chalice, by Rudolf Schwarz 
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Process and lastingness
Process and lastingness are basic concepts of history and are 
interwoven. In the flow of events an event can step forward and 
become lasting. But this does not mean enter into eternity. The 
world can be seen through two extremes. One can see the world as 
an ‘experience’, with a beginning and an ending: “emptiness at first 
and afterwards only a swiftly vanishing footprint”. The other beliefs 
history is permanent: “a gathering of great statues about which 
time blows like a gentle breeze” [24].

Many of the Eastern churches are built upon the lastingness. They 
create a building as a shrine for one statue, fully seeing it as a holy 
space which is captured in a space. With the holiest part in the 
centre. A good example is the Athenian Parthenon. At the same 
time the Ancients built a temple at Eleusis which is based on a 
process and made as a vessel. Space unfolds almost completely 
out of a sacral act and that which is lasting remains entirely in the 
background. This focus on the act is also found often in Western 
churches. 

Both are good ways to approach building a divine place. Schwarz 
pleas to unite the lastingness and change in the same space. He 
uses the altar as an example to bring both together:  

“It would not be wrong to make the altar into table and tabernacle 
at once, thus planting the sacred act into its own presence. The 
altar, the sacred earth, is Christ, too; this lasting rock bears the 
instruments of the act of worship. And even when the altar is 
empty it is the holy of holies in a church. Therefore it seems to us 
legitimate to build “shrine” and “table” into each other and to 
renew the creation of the world within the heart of the sacredly 
created world. It is of course also legitimate to separate the two 
places, for indeed we cannot actually divide “head” from “heart” in 
any case [25]. 

Meaningful continuity
“An age builds its own form and this form is valid as long as the 
age endures. Then the next age builds its form onto the first and 
through the millenniums the cathedral grows. It will go on being 
built until the end of time. Thus the Middle Ages built their great 
naves and meanwhile longed for the dome which was denied them 
until finally it was achieved when the new time came. Such slow 
amplification of the beginning, such gradual increase in which 
each age adds its new part, is the right way, the way in which 
we can indeed gradually succeed in building world history. Each 
new addition lasts to that final day on which the church will be 
completely built. In this age-old cathedral the basic form of the 
sacred history deposits itself for all eternity”[26].

Schwarz knows that not everything lasts forever, or should last 
forever. At the same time, he is very aware of the past, and does 
not neglect the past. We should not build something new without 
looking to the past. No, we should build upon the knowledge of our 
ancestors. This does not mean we should not move forward. On the 
contrary, we should use the existing knowledge and use it again 
but in a different way. We should not fully rely on the conventional 
things, but question everything. Asking the fundamental question 
of why is this done? Might it be possible to do it differently? Asking 
these questions might lead one to new ideas and solutions. It is a 
continuous learning process.

Each age builds its own form, it is logical to build according to this 
form as long as the age lasts. For example, now it would not be 
logical to build the same as they did in the middle ages. We have 
a new reality, different needs and different technology. These new 
technologies should be embraced, however we should regulate 
technical innovations. They have to be linked to the past and should 
be philosophical justified and significant [27][28]. “For something 
to be alive and useful it must be real and alive to us, not to history 
only” [29].
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Church as a living form 
“The art of building, as we meant it is not merely a wall led shelter, 
but everything together: building and people, body and soul, the 
human beings and Christ, a whole spiritual universe - a universe, 
indeed which must ever be brought into reality anew. We meant 
the primal deed of building, the process in which church becomes 
living form” [30].

We should strive for creating a living form. A “work which prays” 
where the structure is just the revealed form of the Church. A 
building which continuously changes and adapts to the needs of 
the people, the year, and the day. Its space is reshaped and used 
differently for each event. Each time a part of the whole church 
comes to life. And at the same time continues to be linked to the 
whole. 

For example, in a gothic church along the sides lie the chapels 
with many altars. They serve to worship a particular event or saint. 
When one of the chapels is used for its service, the lights are lit and 
people form concentric rings around the altar. Fixed seats were 
unknown, and people could mark of their own temporary space 
from the whole. When the service is over the lights are dimmed and 
life moves on into another space. 

This gathering around is also translated into the placement of the 
table, as described in the first plan. The table stands in the centre 
of the design, with spaces wrapped around it. The people can stand 
around the table wherever they want. When with fewer they can 
decide to leave one or several wings empty. All wings are directed 
towards the centre, so the priest can stand in front or behind the 
altar. Through the way the people use the church all of the great 
basic forms can be represented through the people.  Through the 
ability to use the building in different ways, it takes some part in the 
transformation of time’s forms. The daily use and changes in the 
building bring the building alive and generate a living form [31].
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St. Anna’s church is located in Düren, a city in the west of Germany 
close to the Dutch border. It is located between Aachen and 
Cologne and lays at the Rur river. The city has now around 100,000 
inhabitants, and had a long and dynamic past. 

The Celts were the first to settle down and called their settlement 
Durum (castle/market). Followed by Germanic tribes and the 
Romans. In the Roman times it grew rapidly and became a supply 
area for Cologne. After 400 years the Franks came and changed 
Düren into a royal palace. The castle was built in 747 at the place 
where today St. Anna’s church stands. In the 12th century, Düren 
obtains city rights and built a city wall. Also the castle was torn 
down and on that place a church was built. In 1501 chiseller 
Leonhard stole the head of St. Anna and brought it to Düren, after 
five years the pope decided that the relic could stay in Düren. The 
church was renamed from St. Martin’s church to St. Anna’s church, 
and Düren became an important pilgrimage place. During the 
following ages Düren has been attacked often and destroyed and 
build up again. In total on the place of St. Anna’s church there 
stood two castles and six churches. 

In the 17th century Düren grew a lot. The paper industry settled in 
Düren, due to the soft water of the Rur. These businesses went so 
well that Düren became one of Germany’s richest cities in 1900. 
This all came to an abrupt stop when Düren was bombed at the 
end of World War II. More than 90% of the city was destroyed. 
This resulted in a city which is today the day dominated by 1950s 
architecture [32][33]. 

THE SITE
Rebuilding the city

N

N

Figure 17: Düren

Figure 18: City centre

Figure 19:  Düren in 1647

Figure 20: Düren after the bombing in 1944
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Rebuilding St. Anna
Rudolf Schwarz knew Düren well, because he visited the place often 
during his teachings in Aachen. He came to know St. Anna’s church 
well and found it beautiful. After World War II Schwarz came back 
to see what was left of Düren [34]. When he saw the rubble, he did 
the following:

“I sat down quietly in the ruins and thought about the immense 
disaster. Would it be possible to rebuild the old building, these 
pillars whose drums were lying on the ground, disc by disc, or at 
least to examine the rubble and save from it what was still left of 
good old stonemasons’ work? But who would be able to do it? All 
of the people who had prayed in the building were as dead as the 
sacred body of the church, and all that was left for us was to bury 
the dead” [35].

A few years later the parish announced the competition for the new 
church. Schwarz went back to see what was left of the church. All 
stones were heaped up to the site of the plot, there was nothing 
left to save or restore. Only the mass of the old stone was still there, 
which Schwarz wanted to use in the walls of the new building. 
So that the sacred stones of the old church could be resurrected 
into the new church. He saw them as a rare opportunity, since the 
current times force us to use light and clean materials. But is quite 
different to build with a material which has aged for thousands of 
years and will endure for as many years [36]. 

For the competition Schwarz submitted three different designs. The 
brief called for a large church with a pilgrims’ hall. There should 
also be a small aisle for service held during working days. For 
Schwarz the task was not to build a new church, but to restore the 
church which had been destroyed. Which is still in the thoughts of 
the inhabitants of Düren.

Figure 21: The three designs for rebuilding St. Anna’s church 
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The first two designs attempt to restore, but mainly reconstruct, 
the church using modern means. They restore the church in its 
form using concrete. However, this did not match Schwarz his 
aspirations. It was not possible to reproduce the harmonious 
proportions of the old church. The dimensions of the concrete 
pillars created nothing like it was before, it became a completely 
different church. The proportions of the pillars and space did not 
resemble the old church anymore, they created a different image. 

Then at a Sunday meal he had an important discussion with his 
wife, Maria Schwarz:
“I asked how much was actually still left of the old church. Rudolf 
answered, just the stones and nothing else at all. And then the 
image occurred to him that he had been pondering over ever since 
the competition for the HeiligGeist- Kirche in Aachen. There was a 
design for that church that also only consisted of walls, and that 
was the triggering idea. First, he drew a piece of wall and then I 
drew another piece of wall on a tiny piece of paper using a soft 6B 
pencil, and that became the ground plan. These powerful images 
occurred to him suddenly, and they were often the key to the 
designs. It’s actually a mad idea to place a great block like that in 
the middle of a city that has been completely destroyed. But the 
idea was such a natural and powerful one that nobody called it 
into question”[37].

This idea became the third and winning idea. Not only due to its 
architecture, but also due to its economy. The building is built in 
the middle of the architectural debate about if we should construct 
or reconstruct on the destroyed build environment. Schwarz 
answers this question with interpretive monument preservation. 
A standpoint inbetween the extremes. In the case of St. Anna’s 
church, the memory of the old building was mostly gone. But not 
everything was lost, the things left of the old building Schwarz uses 
to create a meaningful continuity [38]. 
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THE BUILDING

N
Figure 22: The plan of St. Anna’s church Figure 23: Axonometric view of St. Anna’s church 
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Experiencing
“The world is filled with a great dialogue which 
passes back and forth between thing and thing, 
between form and form. The body is drawn into 
this great flow of speech. It is open to every in-
vocation which comes to it from the forms and 
it replies to them with clear forms of its own, 
forms which it assumes for the moment and 
then relinquishes once more. This dialogue is 
not limited to the sound of words alone: it is ex-
ercised with the whole body and all its limbs. 
Thus the body is constantly formed and yet, be-
yond all transformation, it remains true to itself” 
[39].

Engaging in this dialogue is best done with the 
whole body. To experience the building thor-
oughly one needs to use all the senses. The 
hand can grasp around an object and ‘see’ the 
object from the front and the back at the same 
time. It can feel the texture and temperature of 
the material. However, the hand cannot reach 
far. The eye can reach further, but only sees the 
side of things turned towards it. Moving through 
space we see and feel new things. New angles, 
new near and far, a new focus, and so on. Each 
sense has its own limitations, but together the 
senses make a whole and complement each 
other [40].

Schwarz’s churches are best understood when 
one is physically present in the church. One has 
to turn with the whole body, feel the structure 
embracing and become silent. It is difficult to 
convey this experience and it will not be possi-
ble to fully embody this experience. However, I 
will try to communicate the possible experience 
by describing my own experiences. I will do this 

through the use of a textual description, sup-
ported by images. 

The act of description is a process of selecting 
and translating. I describe the things I see and 
notice and which I find interesting enough to 
transcribe. It is based on my frame of reference 
and also limited to this. The description further 
depends on the moment one arrives. One is in-
fluenced by one’s interests at that moment, by 
one’s mood, and by the weather. During differ-
ent events and even during the day a building 
is used variously and the light enters differently. 
To get an extensive view of the church I visited 
it at five different moments. All gave me a differ-
ent image of the church and each time I noticed 
something new and different.  

This process of transcribing the experience has 
contributed a lot to my learning from the build-
ing. I had to experience the church intensely and 
observe everything. And ask myself the question 
what do I really see, how do I describe its feel, 
its colour. Finding the right words to transcribe 
the experience took a lot of time and required to 
look really closely at the things described. Fur-
thermore, I tried to capture the essence of the 
church and of its parts in photographs. Paying 
attention to the light and framing. 
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VISITING THE CHURCH
Transcribing my experience

It was a breezy and chilly autumn afternoon when I arrived in 
Düren. After a quick check-in at the hotel, I headed to the church of 
St. Anna armed with my camera and warm jacket. In the distance I 
see a tower which looks familiar, the church must be there! Walking 
through the empty and silent streets, I could think and focus on 
what would come. After getting to know St. Anna by heart, I was 
excited to finally see her for the first time. It is as a long distance 
relationship without ever having seen and touched each other, it 
is as something is missing, but know you will finally meet. You are 
walking towards the place you agreed to meet, you are walking 
with all these questions in your mind. How will she be in reality, will 
she be as I expect her to be, will she disappoint or hopefully exceed 
your expectations? 

And there she is with her beautiful monumental stone façade 
contrasting with its grey plastered neighbouring buildings. The 
lights shining from below create deep shadows between the stones. 
It feels like walking along an old city wall which stood there for 
ages. At the same time, it reminds me of a medieval castle. A 
freestanding strong building, fully inward focused with no windows 
at this side. But then I noticed the tower again and I am reassured 
that this must be a church. 

Walking around the corner I see deep dark holes in the monolithic 
mass. They are accentuated by a curved pattern in the laying of 
the stones. The ‘trunk’ sticks out a few centimetres from the whole 
mass creating a broader base, grounding the tree. Together, the 
pattern and the holes, create an abstract image of a tree with 
apples. When arriving a few months later the church was in use and 
the light from the inside lit the holes, bringing the tree alive. 

Figure 25: The tree of life Figure 26: The dramatically lighted walls of the church
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Figure 27: Approaching St. Anna’s church 

At night the church was not open, so I decided to come back the 
next morning. It was a rainy and windy morning, and I was eager to 
go inside. Despite wanting to go inside, I noticed the fine mosaic of 
the red sandstone. I had to stop, feel, and observe the sandstone. 
Upon taking a few steps back I noticed horizontal lines running 
through the wall. They order the rough stones and remind me of 
the layers in the earth. 
 
Enthusiastic to finally see what is behind the massive walls I 
continued to walk around the church. A gap between the building 
and the tower indicated the possible presence of an entrance. 
Coming closer I see the first step sticking out, and gradually the 
doors are revealed. The doors are made of steel and have a solid 
expression. I had second thoughts about entering the church, am I 
even allowed to enter? It does not look really inviting. But I had to 
see the inside so I approached the door. I reached out for the door 
handle, and upon touching it I feel the cold bronze. 

Figure 28: The bronze door handle

Figure 29: The pilgrims’ hall

When I opened the door I entered a semi-dark space and was 
directed to the more inviting glass doors. With a gentle push I 
opened the doors, and there I stood in a sparsely illuminated 
space. Looking towards the stone wall right in front of me, not the 
entrance of a church I expected. But then I turn to the right and the 
whole church opens up towards me. The whole interior is visible at 
once, divided by rows of pillars. I was pleasantly surprised by the 
light that bounced of walls of the much higher nave contrasting the 
lower dark pilgrimage hall.

The thick stone walls wrap around me like a city wall, and I feel 
protected by them. Despite that the church is not huge and highly 
decorated, I still had the same feeling of holiness when entering. A 
sacral space where one has to become silent. I didn’t dare to speak, 
I could only whisper: “Wow, this is amazing.” At the same time, I 
feel burdened by the heavy looking concrete roof above me. It feels 
like I entered a cave which opens again at the sides. 
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Figure 32: The naveFigure 30: The pilgrims’ hall

After being overwhelmed by this contrast I saw the domes which 
lead me to the shrine of St. Anna. Through a veil of spaces I see a 
shining white cube at the centre of the L-shape, this must be the 
altar. The high walls are draped around the altar like a mantle, 
enveloping the visitor. I set off to approach the shrine of St. 
Anna. On my way, I encounter the second liturgical element, the 
baptismal font. I love the detail of the rose pattern on the ground, 
and it marks a place for the baptismal font and the cistern and 
binds them together. Lighted by the dome above it looks like a 
space within the space.

The domes look much better than I expected. The create beacons 
of hope in the dark space and guide you through the pilgrimage 
hall. The domes arise seamlessly through the roof. It seems like big 
golf balls were left behind when pouring the concrete. Many tubes 
of light pierce through the concrete, like in the sunlight in a forest 
shining through the leaves.

Figure 31: One of the domes

Interested in how the walls are so brightly lit by the sky, I decided 
to walk into the nave. Walking through the columns I enter the 
high and bright nave. It feels like I am relieved of a heavy burden 
and I stand still for a moment just to let my eyes adjust to all this 
majestic light. It is a pleasant space to be in, with warm colours and 
flooded with light. The warm wood of the benches complements the 
invitingness of the space. 

On the other side of the church I see a raised platform with in the 
middle, at the brightest spot, a white altar. Behind the altar the 
tree of life rises up weaved in the stone masonry. With light shining 
through the deep holes. Then I notice the lights hanging from the 
ceiling. I wonder why on one side only one light hangs from the 
cable, and why at the other side seven lights are attached to the 
cable. Remembering that Schwarz uses light as a building material, 
I decided it should be for creating the same light effect at night.
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Figure 33: View from the altar

The raised platform sets the altar space apart from the nave space. 
Even though it still very connected through the same slate on the 
ground, and the walls and the roofs continuing through the nave. 
I was doubting if I could enter this space since it felt sacral to me. 
When there was no one around I dared to enter this space to see 
the rest of the church from this point of view. 

I was pleasantly surprised by the light that flooded the area and 
contrasted the lower pilgrimage part. I could stand on this place 
all day and observe the building from this spot. The spot where you 
can see all the elements from and observe all people entering. 

Figure 34: The relic of St. Anna

I enter the dark pilgrimage hall again to see the shrine of St. Anna. 
I am embraced by the dark again and feel the intimacy of the 
space. A space to focus on St. Anna and pray to her, with the bright 
candles contrasting the dark. I sat down in the nave close to the 
shrine of St. Anna, to watch the people entering the church, taking 
part in the act of worship in their own way, and then leave again. 

Most people lit a candle and sat down to pray. After watching this 
act for some time all of a sudden people gather around and start 
making music. The seal of silence is broken and the church comes 
to life in a different way. They are practising for the sermon that 
evening, and are willing to enlighten me how they use the church. 
What they like and dislike about the building and the strong 
influence which Schwarz still has on the church. 

Figure 35: Life in the church
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How did Schwarz create a place where the act 
of worship can unfold? This section will anal-
yse the relationship between form, use, and 
meaning of the space. It will focus on how he 
created the vessel for the action. The building 
is explained through gradually building up the 
building. Each time a new theme is elucidated. 
Slowly but gradually the whole building will be 
build up and explained. I analysed the spaces 
through redrawing, experiencing, observing, 
imagining, interviewing, connecting, conceptu-
alising, and reading Schwarz’s books. 

The building responds to the context through 
material and form. It offers protection to the vis-
itor through its massive walls. Allowing the peo-
ple to gather around the altar and be a church. 
The open plan allows different congregations 
to come to life. The low and dark pilgrims’ hall 
contrasts the high and light nave making the 
division between the world and heaven tan-
gible. The threshold between the two spaces 
separates them. The large window plane refers 
to a transcendental space where God lives and 
floods the nave with light. The geometry in the 
church makes the spaces easier readable and 
links the parts to the whole. In the open space, 
Schwarz created subspaces with just a few dif-
ferentiation from the rest of the interior. 

Analysing

GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVersion
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THE CONTEXT
Responding to the context

Six years after the bombing the context of the context of the church 
has changed slightly. The orientation of the old church did not ‘fit’ 
as properly as it did before. Schwarz decided to rotate the church 
ten degrees, so it would fit the new fabric better. However, the walls 
of the pilgrims’ hall still follow the lines of the old church. In this 
way, the church connects to the old church but also responds to the 
new context. 

The new church does not look much like the old one, still there is 
a dialogue between the old and the new. A direct dialogue fully 
present in the building, are the reused stones of the old church. 
Together with some new stones, they create a strong wall and a 
solid appearance. The lived qualities of the stones, give the building 
a lived quality and the impression that the building stood there 
for ages. Fusing past and present. Besides the dialogue through 
materiality, the volume also has some similarities with the old 
volume. Its shape has changed, but the overall proportions and 
placement of the tower show similarities. 

Figure 37: Düren in 1940

Figure 38: Floor plans of the old 
churches

Figure 39: The orientation of the old and the new church

Figure 40: View of the old church Figure 41: View of the new church
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The design of the building arose with just a simple sketch of two 
walls. These two walls envelope and protect the visitors. This 
protection and feeling safe was much needed just after the whole 
city was bombed to ashes during World War II. The walls represent 
an image of Christ standing with his arms wide open, inviting 
people to find shelter at him. These walls and what they represent 
are the key concept of the design. “This is what we intended in the 
building. It was to enfold the people and gather them to its heart, 
where Christ was to enter in” [41].

To evoke this feeling of being protected, Schwarz designed a 
massive wall. The walls are formed with the stones of the old church 
and form a thick mass. This observable massiveness and the worn 
quality of the stones contribute to permanent looking walls. Evoking 
associations with protective buildings, like a castle. The deep joints 
suggest that the layers of stones are compressed together, forming 
a strong unity. The horizontal lines which run along the entire wall, 
support the idea of layers packed closely to each other. Like layers 
in the earth. 

The walls form two wings. Through these wings, the wall is able to 
stand on its own. Forming an autonomous strong structure. The 
building is fully inward focused with no windows at eye level. All 
other windows are translucent making it impossible to get a clear 
view to the outside. Further, are any other interruptions in the 
wall kept to the bare minimum. The end of the walls are tapered 
like an old ruin. This sloping is a natural thing which happens 
when something stands for a long time, like a mountain. The 
wings enclose the visitor and embrace them, like one does when 
comforting someone. 

PROTECTING
A protective cloack

Figure 42: First sketches of the church
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In the middle where the two ‘wings’ meet the altar, combined with 
the table, arises. It is the focus of the church, the place where the 
act of worship flow from. The altar should be at the heart of the 
church. the It is the most important part of the church where God 
meets the people. Around the table people gather and perform the 
act of worship, fulfilling the first plan [42]. In his churches, Schwarz 
uses often an L-, T- or O-shape to gather the people as close to the 
table as possible. 

The sense of being together and standing together around the altar 
is enhanced by the open plan. One is able to look from one wing 
into the other wing. The open space between the wings, also makes 
the space less oppressive and compact. 

“Together they form the simplest church, table, space, and 
walls”[43].

GATHERING
Being together

Figure 44: The first plan
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“The specifications for the building required a whole system 
of spaces that could be used either individually or jointly, and 
the church had to be able to expand or contract as required, 
depending on the occasion” [44].

Schwarz rearranged the conventional organisation of spaces in a 
church. It was common that the people would sit in the nave, and 
most liturgical objects would be in the aisle surrounding the nave. 
He grouped the liturgical objects in the pilgrims’ hall, which is 
a bigger continuous space where one also enters. The Nave 
surrounds this space on two sides, in this way Schwarz turns 
around the surrounding of spaces. This L-shaped nave embraces 
the pilgrims’ hall between its ‘wings’. Grouping the ‘aisle’ into one 
big space results in a more flexible space, allowing more different 
events to take place. Moreover, it allowed Schwarz to arrange all 
liturgical elements freely. 

The nave and the pilgrims’ hall can be used separately as well as 
together. The L-shape and the open plan make it possible to adapt 
to the different scenarios which are expected to happen in the 
church. For every event the building has a ‘space’ which fulfils the 
demands. The most occurring scenarios are:

        - Prayer during the day (pilgrims’ hall)
        - Services held on working days (side nave)
        - Sunday congregation(main nave)
        - Big event, Christmas, a pilgrimage (the whole church)
        - Other events

FLEXIBELE USE
Using spaces individually and jointly

Figure 46: Church during a big event
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CONTRASTING SPACES
The Nave & The Cave

The pilgrims’ hall and the nave, seem to be as two churches shoved 
into each other. A small church next to a large one, both with their 
own entrance. Each with their own spatial qualities, and enhancing 
each other through their contrasts. These contrasts bring the third 
plan of Schwarz to life. The people walk from the dark earthly space 
into the light space, near God. Through the contrast in spaces, 
Schwarz encourages people to walk from the dark space to the 
light space. Stepping into the nave gives one a sense of being 
revealed from a burden. 

The meaning, form, and use of the nave have been discussed in the 
past paragraphs. This chapter will shed a light on the meaning and 
form of the pilgrims’ hall. When stepping into the pilgrims’ hall once 
gets a feeling of stepping into a cave, being below. This image is set 
through the proportions, materiality, and light.

The pilgrims’ hall is a dark space, this darkness is emphasized by 
the light nave. But there is hope, in the roof there are five domes 
with small holes where light shines through. The idea of being in 
a cave is supported by the absence of windows at eye level. Light 
only comes from above and from the side reflected by the walls in 
the nave. The visitor cannot see the light source, but assumes it is 
above him. 

Throughout the whole building Schwarz uses earthly materials 
(slate, stones, concrete, wood) emphasising that the church is 
bound to the earth. The horizontal orientation of the pilgrim’s hall 
brings one closer to the earth and focus on what lays before one. 
Feeling the heavy concrete pressing on the visitor. This experience 
is heightened through showing the bearing structure. The concrete 
columns and diagonal beams also evoke associations of being in a 
crypt. In contrast, the nave is vertically orientated and flooded with 
light.

GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVersion
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THE THRESHOLD
Seperating spaces

The nave and the pilgrims’ hall are separated through a row of 
columns. Constructional necessary to bear the roofs, but also works 
as a threshold between the two spaces. Especially the column at 
the corner, close to the altar, plays an important role in separating 
the pilgrims’ hall form the nave. Without this corner, the spaces 
would flow more over into each other. The separating of spaces is 
strengthened by the difference in proportions and light. 

The columns are thin and high. Schwarz was inspired by the 
‘hochwalt’ (forest), where long trunks rise up high and where the 
light shines through. Another inspiration was gothic architecture, 
where he liked the interplay of mass and light and the expression 
of the lines. These images led to a row of thin high columns with 
windows in between at the top. 

GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVersion

Figure 49: References for the long and thin columns
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We live in an earthly world with things we as humans can see and 
touch. However, there is also a transcendental world which cannot 
be seen and touched. We can only refer to this world with earthly 
things. Schwarz was struggling with the question of how to depict 
the transcendental realm, since we cannot enter it. His answer in St. 
Anna’s church is through designing a ‘threshold’. So, how can we 
design this ‘threshold’?

In St. Anna’s church Schwarz used a wall of translucent bricks, to 
represent the ‘transcendental world’. God dwells in the emptiness, 
the inaccessible and invisible world. Schwarz brings the second 
plan into being, where the ring opens up towards God. In this way a 
meaningful break emerges in the ring. 

Light has often been used to refer something transcendental, or 
even seen as a god itself. It sheds a peaceful light in the space, 
however you cannot see what is behind this illuminated ‘wall’. 
Through the L-shape of the translucent wall and the domes, one 
can get the impression that there is some sort of imaginary space 
above the pilgrims’ hall. Schwarz used our a priori knowledge of a 
cube to suggest this space [45]. 

Behind the translucent glass the tower rises up towards heaven. It 
is like an unfinished pillar reaching out to the sky. At the same time, 
it is a reference point in the city. 

TRANSCENDENTAL SPACE
Designing the ‘threshold’

GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVersion
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Schwarz uses basic forms (cube, sphere, pyramid) to build up his 
church. He does this in order to make the building as simple as 
possible to understand at once and easy readable. And in this way 
order the space so the people can focus on God, and not on the 
building. There should not be too much distraction from focusing 
on God. Using these basic forms often results in something close 
to a grid. However, the grid is never the starting point or the aim in 
itself. It is a by-product from the aspiration to reduce everything to 
its essence. 

The cube is one of the purest forms for Schwarz, with references 
to the creation of the earth. For this reason it is used to design the 
‘altar space’. This cube sets the dimensions for the church. When 
analysing the proportions one can see that the proportions are 
repeated and used throughout the church. An interesting side note 
is that the proportions of the church correspond closely with the 
proportions of the Fibonacci sequence. It might not be intentionally, 
but could be since Schwarz travelled just before to Italy. 

The roof structure and grid are used to refer to the gothic church 
which stood there. The vaults of the gothic church have been 
brought back in a different form. The triangular roof structure 
emphasizes the midlines in the church. Nevertheless, nothing in the 
church is really axially arranged. All liturgical objects are given their 
own space. Deviating from the grid highlight some ‘special’ spaces. 
The contradiction between the ordering structure and the liturgical 
objects shape the space. The structure is rigid, but events are freely 
arranged [46]. The grid helps to design, and ordering the view, 
but is not leading. The experience and creating the right spaces is 
leading. 

GEOMETRY
Relating the parts

Figure 52: Fibonacci proportions
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Not only the structural elements are aligned. Also many of the parts 
and small elements are aligned. The best example is the alignment 
of the doors with the other parts of the building. The most 
interesting one is the door leading to the sacristy. When extending 
the line of the tapered walls, one can see that one side is aligned 
with the side nave and the other side aligned with the shrine of St. 
Anna. Drawing a straight line from the door one arrives at the side 
entrance of church. While I didn’t experience the effect (consciously) 
of the door while I was there, from the plan this door seems to play 
an important role in connecting and separating the different spaces 
in the church. 

The thickness of the columns is derived from other parts of the 
church as well. The thickness of the columns is related to the 
thickness of the walls, and to the height of the building. The cube, 
determined by the size of the ‘altar space’ determines the space 
and measure in the other parts of the church. 

So, the parts of the church are connected with each other through 
their placement and alignment. This binds them together as a 
whole. 

Figure 54: Ordering squares

Figure 55: Ordering squares
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The church is very large, so every liturgical object can have the 
space it needs and can be freely arranged. Or in the words of 
Maria Schwarz: “We were able to carry out proper space planning 
- it could almost be called urban planning - so that the church 
resembles a sacred estate. We were able to give each place of 
worship the space appropriate to it”[47].

Within the strong walls a small city of prayer and respite arises. The 
liturgical objects form districts in the city and have their own space. 
When walking from one object to another it is like walking from one 
public building or monument onto the other. First leaving the space 
of the object, then entering an in-between zone, and entering the 
space of the other object. 

All liturgical objects are connected through the continuous slate 
floor, the open plan of the church, and enclosed by the same 
walls. But how does Schwarz equip those spaces well and create 
‘subspaces’ within the larger space?

PARTS IN A WHOLE
Spaces in spaces
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Altar/table, Ambo
The altar combined with the table stands in the middle at the 
intersection of the two naves. The space is set apart from the rest 
through several steps, with the altar on the highest point. The 
slate of the floor continuous onto this altar space, but the steps 
are enough to set the space apart. Within the space the altar is 
set apart again with three steps, marking the holiest space in the 
church. The white altar contrast with the dark slate and shines 
brightly. Through the contrast with the black slate, it is one of the 
first things one notices when entering the church. The middle point 
where the altar stands is accentuated by the beams of the roof.  

Behind the altar the tree of life arises from the ground and is 
craftily weaved in the masonry. It is a literal analogy with the tree 
of life from the Bible: “On either side of the river, was there the tree 
of life, which bare twelve manners of fruits, and yielded her fruit 
every month: and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the 
nations” (Revelation 22:2). The meaning of tree fits its context well 
after the bombing, healing is needed. 

The tree is created by changing the laying of the stones, bending 
the horizontal lines between the stones. Where the tree touches 
the ground the trunk is lifted out of the straight wall and create 
a thicker base at the out- and inside. The round holes piercing 
through the wall, resemble the fruits of the tree. These holes are 
filled with translucent glass allowing light to enter during the day. 
Besides that, it emits light to the outside when the church is at 
serve at night. The tree is the only differentiation in the stone wall. It 
draws most of the attention because it is the only unique feature in 
the wall. The tree leads one’s view upwards. 

The ambo stands on the place which is most visible from all places 
in the church. This makes it possible that most people can see the 
face of the one speaking. The placement also allows to address 
the different congregations from the same spot. The church can be 
used in different congregations while using the same altar, table, 
and ambo. 

GSEducationalVersion

Figure 58: The tree of life

Figure 59: The trunk of the tree of life
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Baptistery
The baptistery is set under one of the domes in the pilgrims’ hall. 
It is a part of the pilgrims’ hall, but at the same time it sets itself 
apart. The low cistern and the font are connected through the 
rose pattern on the ground. For the baptismal area the same dark 
slate is used as for the rest of the church, but the pattern of tiles is 
different. This differentiation makes it unique and sets it apart from 
the rest. However, through the use of the same material, it is still 
part of the church. 

Furthermore, the repetitive structural elements of the pilgrims’ hall 
support the division of spaces. The beams and columns create 
triangular and diamond-shaped spaces. With the domes in the 
middle of the diamond shapes, lighting their own space. This 
repetition does not create different spaces at its own, but when 
adding an element in the space it lays hold of the element and 
marks of the space. 

GSEducationalVersion
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Models are often used to represent spaces as 
accurate as possible in 3D. However, this studio 
also uses model making as a tool to investigate 
a building. The goal is not to represent reality, 
but to represent a picture as well as possible. 
This requires an intense study of the parts which 
make up the space and understand them well. 
And then transcribe them into a model.

The process of model making is done at the 
same time as analysing the building, producing 
a beneficial partnership. Through analysing the 
building one understands the building better 
and implement this knowledge to understand 
the picture. Knowing what are important char-
acteristics of the building, one knows where to 
focus on. On the other hand, through studying 
the ‘picture space’ one has to look closely and 
intensely on a specific space of the building. It 
is an in-depth study and helps to understand all 
aspects of the building.

This analysis through model making takes a lot 
of time, but when one chooses properly what to 
investigate and devote time and energy to, one 
can learn a lot. One should ask oneself what are 
the most important aspect of the building? And 
what do I want to learn from making this mod-
el?

Through my previous analysis and experience, 
I determined that the most important aspects 
of the church are its materiality, light, detail, 
and contrasts. With the model, I would really 
like to understand how Schwarz used the ma-

terials and light to generate the atmosphere. I 
think model making is the best way to investi-
gate these aspects. The recreating of the picture 
does not rely purely on model making. One is 
also required to redraw, sketch, measure, scale, 
imagine, observe, inventory, and recreate. This 
chapter will focus on how I achieved to repre-
sent the picture as good as possible. 

Model making
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At first, I wanted to recreate a photo which would capture almost 
the whole church and tell a lot about the space. However, this 
photo did not match my aims at the end because it the angle was 
too wide. The focus was too wide and did not focus fully on the 
essential part of my analysis, the materials and detailing and light. 
That is why I chose one of the smaller spaces in the church, shown 
to the right. This photograph shows many key characteristics of the 
church without much distraction. There are only a few elements 
which make up the space. The photograph represents the church 
as it is also reduced to the essential. 

In this photograph, all the materials of the church are present and 
shown with a lot of detail. Furthermore, there are two domes in the 
picture which shed light through from above. Besides that, there is 
also a light pane to the left, where nowadays the tower stands. And 
the reflected light on the right side. There are also four liturgical 
objects in this space, designed by Rudolf and Maria Schwarz as 
well.  

Pictures capture a spirit of that moment, they freeze time. I choose 
a photo which was taken just after St. Anna was built. In this way, I 
could analyse how the building was intended and see recreate the 
atmosphere from that particular moment. I wanted to bring back 
the moment and space from that time. In order to do so, I decided 
to recreate the space in colour. Besides that, the colour is also 
an important aspect of the materials, which I want to study and 
recreate. 

MODEL MAKING
Studying materiality & light

Figure 64: The original photograph 
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The model is at a smaller scale than reality. In most cases, applying 
the real material would not work because they have and are made 
to a different scale. This made it necessary to recreate the materials 
with different materials. An interesting an difficult process start to 
understand what it takes to recreate the materials. 

Before I could apply the materials in the model, I first had 
to understand how I could recreate the materials. It was a 
simultaneous process of describing, observing, discussing, and 
making. I observed all aspects of the materials by observing the 
real material. I observed the colour, scale, reflectance, bump, 
pattern, proportions, feel, and the way of making. The most 
important characteristics of the materials are the following:

Natural split slate: Dark grey colour, variation in grey tones, cold, 
absorbs light, reflects light, slightly rough and layered, a close 
relation to the earth, long stones creating a pattern.

Sandstone: variation in colour, different texture, some are glad 
other rough, deep joints, dimensions, natural element, semi-cold, 
unplanned pattern.

Concrete: grey with variation in tones, rough, the difference in 
tones, lines of construction, cold, some faces smoother, unplanned 
board formwork, rough appearance.

After observing and describing the materials I started recreating 
the materials. I made a lot of tests to recreate the material as 
good as possible. This was a long process of trial and error, which 
took longer than I thought. Especially finding the right colours 
was difficult since they were highly influenced by the light, or 
rather by the absence of light. I learned that the details make the 
model realistic. Discussing which test piece best resembles the 
real materials with other students was also beneficial to help you 
discover the flaws and give you new ideas. A selection of the tests 
is shown to the right. In the end, I understood the materials way 
better.
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The final methods of recreating the material are the following:

Natural split slate: 1. Apply a thin layer of plaster on wood to 
create the small bumps and relief. 2. Paint the plaster in a dark 
grey colour, try to create some different tones in the paint. 3. Cut 
the pattern of the tiles in the plaster with a knife. 4. Put a thin layer 
of plaster on the painted surface, then with a wet cloth erase the 
desired amount. The plaster will fill the lines of the tiles and create 
white marks on the stones. 5. Bring clear lacquer on the surface 
and sand it. Do this over and over till you get the right reflectance. 

Sandstone: The most important aspect of the material is the 
difference in colour, texture, size of each stone. The best way to 
recreate this, without taking ages to recreate it, is using well-scaled 
photographs of the material. I took different photographs of the 
walls and then scaled them to the right size. The only thing which is 
missing is the bump of the materials. This can be seen at the places 
where the light shines along the surface.

Concrete: 1. Bring a thin layer of plaster on the wooden shape. 
While it is still wet create with a ruler lines in the plaster. 2. Paint 
the material about the right colour of grey. 3. Apply a new layer of 
the same paint and apply it very roughly to create some relief. 4. 
Dab different tints of white, grey and black on the layers of paint. 
Do this over and over till you get the right differences in colour. Also 
to get the white stains, try to mix the paint with water and apply it 
lightly on the surface. And then erase parts of it with a cloth.  
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Recreating the right proportions of the space demanded a lot of 
measuring, redrawing, comparing, and analysing. However, not 
everything was retractable since the building and interior have 
been altered throughout the years and the recreated image was 
not fully clear. This required a better analysis of the rest of the 
church to make well-founded assumptions. For example, the doors 
are retraced through analysing the current doors. The descriptions 
of Schwarz also helped in analysing the space. 

However, the main focus was on recreating the materials as 
good as possible, I also tried to recreate the space as accurate 
as possible. In this way, I hoped to learn the most of the space. 
I especially paid attention to the materials and elements at the 
foreground since these show the most detail and are the closest 
to the lens. Placing the right sized elements help to set the scale of 
the space. It are the familiar objects one derives the sense of space 
from. 

To recreate the same ambience as the photograph I had to make 
more than a hundred photo’s to get the light right. Creating the 
right intensity of light at the different entering at different places 
was even harder than I expected. It was also really difficult to get 
a sharp picture in this dark space because there are a few objects 
very close to the lens. After a few months, I learned more about 
photographing and released I needed to use a lower shutter 
speed. Eventually, this lead to a very beautiful and corresponding 
photograph where I am very satisfied with. 
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Figure 70: The recreated photograph in colour Figure 71: The recreated photograph in black and white
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Reflecting
Learning from Rudolf Schwarz and Miroslav Šik 
did not only teach me the kind of buildings they 
build and how they work. More importantly, 
studying them learned me how they designed 
those buildings and the way they incorporate 
references in the design process. They explic-
itly show their references and in this way one 
can see how a foreign reference becomes part 
of the architecture. Furthermore, both preach 
to learn from and respect what has been built 
before. We should build upon the knowledge of 
our ancestors and try to engage in an active di-
alogue. Through combing the knowledge of the 
past with one’s frame of reference it is possible 
to create a meaningful continuity. It is import-
ant to ask the fundamental questions: Why is 
this done? Why in this way? Might it be possi-
ble to do it differently? Asking these questions 
might lead one to new ideas and solutions. It 
is a continuous learning process. This has been 
my vision throughout my architecture study, so 
I fully agree with this vision and now know how 
this can be achieved better. 

The strength of St. Anna’s church lies in its sim-
plicity. To reach this simplicity all the parts in 
the building are designed carefully to fit into 
the whole. Schwarz thought of every detail and 
struggled long with the building. Achieving sim-
plicity is way harder than just designing a build-
ing. By reducing everything to its essence the 
church becomes more readable, and place the 
focus on God and the use. The unity of the walls 
allow one differentiation to become special and 
the focus. By experiencing the building I learned 
how one can direct the movement of the visitor 
without feeling forced. Another quality of the de-

sign is the plan of the church. Through the open 
plan of the church and thoughtfully placing the 
pilgrims’ hall between the two naves, Schwarz 
created multiple possibilities to gather in the 
church. Creating a space for every act of wor-
ship, but that space can also become a part of a 
bigger event. While it the building has an open 
plan it still feels as different spaces. Schwarz 
achieved this through contrasts in proportions 
and light. Besides that, differentiation in the 
floor height, differentiation in the floor pattern, 
or the use of a dome, form a threshold as well.

Concluding, from this I will incorporate the fol-
lowing themes in my building: gathering around; 
flexible use; meaningful continuity; thresholds; 
directing movement; parts in a whole; simplicity. 
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ABSTRACT

‘The Masterly Apprentice’, is an ongoing graduation studio at the 
TU Eindhoven. The studio focusses on learning from buildings and 
from each other. My generation investigated the Swiss architect 
Miroslav Šik. He shows how one can incorporate and use references 
in the design process. Furthermore, he preaches to learn from 
and respect the past and to enter into a dialogue with it. Through 
combing the knowledge of the past with one’s frame of reference it 
is possible to create a meaningful continuity. 

The first booklet investigates St. Anna’s church in Düren designed 
by Rudolf and Maria Schwarz. Chosen for its beautiful expression 
through the serene use of materials, the contrast between the 
nave and the pilgrims’ hall heightened by the use of light, and its 
flexibility in use. To understand the building throughout, first, his 
theory and the context are explained. Followed by a description of 
the experience through text and images. Then a deeper analysis 
investigates the relationship between form, use, and meaning. 
This is done according to the following themes: responding to the 
context; protection; gathering; flexible use; contrasting spaces; the 
threshold; transcendental space; geometry; parts in a whole. In the 
last section, the materiality and light in the building are studied 
through model making. 

The second booklet presents the design of the theatre in Düren. The 
first section explores what a theatre is and should be. Besides that, 
the contextual demands are analysed. From this analysis I derived 
the aims for the building. The aim of the building is to create a lively 
gathering place which can be used during day an night. Enhancing 
the public life, education, and culture in the city. This demands 
flexibility in use, proper space planning, and spaces where people 
feel comfortable. The second part shows how this vision has been 
transcribed into a design. It explains how the building reacts to the 
context and shows the layout of the building in plan and section. 
Then the relation between meaning, form, and use are elaborated 
for the different parts of the building: the theatre; front of the 
house; back of the house; the facades. The booklet ends with a 
reflection on the things I learned during my graduation studio. 
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“During our hikes, we were often deeply moved 
by the magnificence of the trees and the tiniest 
flowers. Visual experiences in nature shaped 
our designs – the Aare Gorge in Switzerland in-
fluenced the curve of St. Michael in Frankfurt, 
for example. Rudolf describes these images in 
his writings - the descriptions were not added 
later, but grew simultaneously with the design 
work. Language was used to bring the images 
that had been designed into existence again in 
a different way” [1].

This chapter will summarize the research I have 
done and set the parameters for the design. 
Firstly, I will shed a light on the lessons I learned 
from analysing the Church of St. Anna. Second-
ly, I will state my definition and aims of theatre 
as an act. Thirdly, the same will be done for 
theatre as an institution. Based on an ongoing 
research on theatre through observing, visiting, 
analysing, interviewing, reading, and conceptu-
alizing. The information dealt with comes from 
all kind of media and disciplines, and together 
will form a comprehensive view of what a the-
atre is. Finally, I will introduce the site and set 
out a masterplan for the site.

To create architecture which is meaningful and 
novel an architect should be open to all refer-
ences which he encounters. One should be open 
to learn new things an engage in an active dia-
logue with the things one encounters. By doing 
this one learns and broadens one’s frame of ref-
erences. 

This learning from is a process of observation 
and criticism. It is a continuous circular process 
which will never end. It is a process of selection 
through your frame of reference and current 
needs and interests. The references looked at 
will find a spot in your frame of reference con-
necting to the existing knowledge. How bigger 
your frame of references becomes the easier a 
new reference finds a place between the oth-
er references, and is more likely to create new 
ideas.

Through this productive dialogue, the learning 
translates and flourishes into one’s own vocabu-
lary. Through time and continuous learning and 
application, this starts expressing itself in a co-
herent language. To enhance this learning one 
needs to develop learning methods (e.g. observ-
ing, describing, remaking, analysing, etc.).  

The references one observed do not need to be 
architectural objects only. I think a key to a good 
design process is to be open to everything. One 
can learn from so many different objects, pro-
fessions, and interests. This has benefited my 
personal designs often and in this way I found a 
novel solution. Rudolf and Maria Schwarz were 
also often inspired by non-architectural refer-
ences:

Exploring
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Learning from Rudolf Schwarz and Miroslav Šik did not only teach 
me the kind of buildings they build and how they work. More 
importantly, studying them learned me how they designed those 
buildings and the way they incorporate references in the design 
process. They explicitly show their references and in this way one 
can see how a foreign reference becomes part of the architecture. 
Furthermore, both preach to learn from and respect what has been 
built before. We should build upon the knowledge of our ancestors 
and try to engage in an active dialogue. Through combing the 
knowledge of the past with one’s frame of reference it is possible 
to create a meaningful continuity. It is important to ask the 
fundamental questions: Why is this done? Why in this way? Might 
it be possible to do it differently? Asking these questions might lead 
one to new ideas and solutions. It is a continuous learning process. 
This has been my vision throughout my architecture study, so I 
fully agree with this vision and now know how this can be achieved 
better. 

The strength of St. Anna’s church lies in its simplicity. To reach this 
simplicity all the parts in the building are designed carefully to 
fit into the whole. Schwarz thought of every detail and struggled 
long with the building. Achieving simplicity is way harder than just 
designing a building. By reducing everything to its essence the 
church becomes more readable, and place the focus on God and 
the use. The unity of the walls allow one differentiation to become 
special and the focus. By experiencing the building I learned how 
one can direct the movement of the visitor without feeling forced. 
Another quality of the design is the plan of the church. Through the 
open plan of the church and thoughtfully placing the pilgrims’ hall 
between the two naves, Schwarz created multiple possibilities to 
gather in the church. Creating a space for every act of worship, but 
that space can also become a part of a bigger event. While it the 
building has an open plan it still feels as different spaces. Schwarz 
achieved this through contrasts in proportions and light. Besides 
that, differentiation in the floor height, differentiation in the floor 
pattern, or the use of a dome, form a threshold as well.

Concluding, from this I will incorporate the following themes in my 
building: gathering around; flexible use; meaningful continuity; 
thresholds; directing movement; parts in a whole; simplicity. 

LESSONS FROM ST. ANNA’S CHURCH
Learning from a building

GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVersion
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What is theatre? Is it the dancing, acting, singing, mimicking, 
creating, or moving on a stage in a given building, or does it 
extend beyond the boundaries of the designed stage? Maybe the 
neighbours having dinner, or working in their home are a theatre as 
well. And maybe watching the rain or snow fall, or the birds floating 
through the air, or the dancing fire can be a theatre as well.

During my graduation I discovered three main temporary theatres 
for myself. The first is the view from my window into the urban 
landscape of Eindhoven. My attention is in particular attracted to 
the two villa’s weaved into each other directly opposite my window. 
The building superbly frames the movement of its inhabitors to 
the outside. And also highlights the staying areas and shows the 
living in the building. Secondly, I enjoy staring outside the windows 
at Vertigo floor 5, my working space. Every day something new 
happens within a ‘permanent’ cityscape. At this moment the 
wind let the trees dance heavily. The sun just peeps through the 
clouds and create some dramatic shadows. And some birds are 
hoovering through the sky. But what intrigues me the most is the 
constant flow of people across the Limbopad. The different paths 
they choose and the different people passing by, create together 
a continuous ever-changing act which is inspiring to watch. The 
third theatre is right in front of my desk, the big atrium in Vertigo. 
Revealing all the small offices of the teachers and staff. It is a 
viewing theatre depicting the everyday work structured by a grid. 
Emphasized by the light which illuminates the box where an ‘act’ 
takes place. 

Concluding from these observations I think one can see the 
whole world as a stage. An idea already preached about by 
Plato, Shakespeare and Garnier. Everyone has consciously or 
subconsciously his or her own theatre(s), but also might play a role 
in someone else’s theatre. 

Essential to theatre is movement. Someone or something, the 
actor, is performing an action in time. Moving through space with 
a beginning and an ending. It is always a temporary event, never 

lasting in the real world. However, it will partly continue to exist 
in our memories. This temporary event happens on a ‘permanent’ 
stage. This action performed by the actor is then perceived by a 
spectator. This person assigns meaning to what he sees and is 
essentially the one who creates the theatre. Without a spectator 
theatre does not exist. In summary, theatre is produced through 
movement. A stage is brought to life by action, perceived by a 
spectator.

Figure 3: View from home window

Figure 4: View from Vertigo floor 5

Figure 5: View from Atrium

WHAT IS THEATRE?
Theatre as an act
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WHAT IS A THEATRE?
Theatre as an institution

A theatre is a place where people come together to communicate 
and view each other. In its basic form people gather around 
something happening and watch an act unfold. Theatre comes 
from the Greek word Theatron, meaning seeing place. It refers to 
the place where the audience sits. Theatre did not only became a 
place to watch an act, but also a place to watch other members of 
the audience. 

A theatre is a place for meeting, sharing, learning, and enjoying. 
It should be a place where young and old are happy to come. A 
place which stimulates dialogues between actor and spectator, but 
also between acquaintances, friends, or strangers. A place where 
different acts can emerge and break up again. A place which is 
lively at night as well as during the day. It demands flexibility in use 
and an inviting space.

Coming together
The theatre is about coming and being together, watching a 
live performance. This sense of being together has long been an 
important aspect of theatre and shaped the design. Already in 
ancient times, one sees round or semi-round theatres. This shape 
is an intimate shape and does not exclude someone in a corner. It 
allows the audience to be as close to the play as possible. 

The Shakespearian theatre is a great example of how to achieve 
an intimate and connecting atmosphere. Its embracing shape 
around the stage, as well as being able to see other spectators, 
and the choice of warm materials, make the visitor feel protected 
and pleased to be there. The audience is wrapped around the 
stage to be as close as possible to the play. It draws on the sense 
of watching and belonging together. The space around you is filled 
with other spectators, connected through the stage. Sitting together 
and experiencing the same event. 

In the late eighteenth century theatre is the locus of the social 
and public life. The place where people would gather to show 
themselves and renegotiate shared values and ideas [2]. A lively 

commonplace where the focus is not only on watching the play. It 
shifted rather to watching each other and the front of the house 
(lobby, foyer, circulation spaces) becomes extremely important. 
Theatre becomes one of the most important social places. 

In the nineteenth century the auditorium was called ‘house’ as well. 
Especially in England they tried to create a domestic atmosphere. 
In the Victorian theatres, the front of the house is seen as an 
extension of the home environment and bridged the gap between 
the comfort of home and the possible threat of a public area [3]. 
The theatre is a home for the public life. 

Theatre should not focus on just one segment of society. It should 
focus on all age groups and sections of a community to be vital [4]. 
This focus will embed the theatre in the social network of the city, 
and functions as a meeting place for the community. It will enhance 
the liveliness of the place during day and night and in this way also 
increase the revenue. 

Figure 6: Shakespearian theatre

Figure 7: Victorian theatre
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Actor – spectator relation
What distinguishes theatre form a movie is being in the presence 
of a live performance. This means a live actor – spectator relation. 
This relation is in contrary to a screen a 3D spatial relation. The 
playmaker can shape the relation wants between the actors and 
the audience. Should it be a close and intimate setting, or more a 
distant formal setting? Or a freeform acting space where the actors 
play in between the audience. Every play demands a different 
relation between the actor and the spectator to convey the story at 
its best.

Flexible use
Nowadays theatre requires flexibility even more than before, 
especially in receiving theatres. The fast-changing sets and 
different plays require a building which works like a machine. A 
machine which can fulfil the demand of the arriving or produced 
plays. Due to subsidy cuts and decreasing demand for theatres, 
keeping a theatre financially feasible becomes harder and harder. 
Furthermore, during the day the foyer, café, circulation spaces, 
dressing rooms are not in use. These three problems call for 
rethinking a theatre.

Ruud van der Woerd calls for maximal flexibility in the auditorium 
spaces. These spaces should not only accommodate theatre, but 
also a conference, a diner, an official ceremony, carnival, or a 
funeral. And when possible even other different functions. Of course 
maximal flexibility is not possible because of the budget en costs, 
however it is an ideal which we should strive for.  He questions the 
future of theatre, maybe in ten years theatres won’t be necessary, 
maybe they should become meeting houses where also theatre is 
played [5]. 

This vision has already been set in motion during the past view 
years. In the new flexible auditorium all the above-mentioned 
activities took place and still take place. Also, the foyer has acquired 
new functions through the day with minimal changes. During the 
day, the foyer becomes an office space and place for workshops 

and lectures. The restaurant is also open for lunch. Furthermore, in 
the foyer different events take place, like ice skating, conferences, 
theatre, music, dinners, and so on. All in order to create a lively 
place for the community. 

I fully agree with this vision, and see a theatre as a lively meeting 
place. In order to achieve this, a theatre should not be designed 
for just three theatrical performances a week. To become a lively 
meeting place a theatre should also focus on the use of its spaces 
during the day and at nights when there is no performance. The 
future of theatre depends on its flexibility in use. 

Figure 8: Ruud van der Woerd is a 
visionary and responsible for boosting 
and connection all theatre disciplines 
at the Parktheater in Eindhoven. 
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Düren is a city in the west of Germany close to the Dutch border. It 
is located between Aachen and Cologne and lays at the Rur river. 
The city has now around 100,000 inhabitants, and had a long and 
dynamic past. 

The Celts were the first to settle down and called their settlement 
Durum (castle/market). Followed by Germanic tribes and the 
Romans. In the Roman times it grew rapidly and became a supply 
area for Cologne. After 400 years the Franks came and changed 
Düren into a royal palace. The castle was built in 747 at the place 
where today St. Anna’s church stands. In the 12th century Düren 
obtains city rights and built a city wall. Also the castle was torn 
down and on that place a church was built. In 1501 chiseller 
Leonhard stole the head of St. Anna and brought it to Düren, after 
five years the pope decided that the relic could stay in Düren. The 
church was renamed from St. Martin’s church to St. Anna’s church, 
and Düren became an important pilgrimage place. During the 
following ages Düren has been attacked often and destroyed and 
build up again [6] [7]. 

In the 17th century Düren grew a lot. The paper industry settled in 
Düren, due to the soft water of the Rur. These businesses went so 
well that Düren became one of Germany’s richest cities in 1900. 
This all came to an abrupt stop when Düren was bombed at the 
end of World War II. More than 90% of the city was destroyed [8]. 
This resulted in a city which is today the day dominated by 1950s 
architecture. An impression of the inner city is shown on the next 
pages.

The most important places in the city are Leopold-Hoesch Museum, 
St. Anna’s Church, the city wall, market and the town hall. The 
inhabitants of Düren also mark the first three places as main places 
where they experience the history of Düren [9]. 

THE SITE
Studying the context

N

N

Figure 9: Düren

Figure 10: The inner city

Figure 11: Düren in 1647

Datum 29.10.2017
Maßstab 1:5.000

250 Meter Bezüglich der dargestellten Geodaten gelten die Nutzungs- und Lizenzgebühren
der zugrunde liegenden Dienste

Datum 29.10.2017
Maßstab 1:5.000

250 Meter Bezüglich der dargestellten Geodaten gelten die Nutzungs- und Lizenzgebühren
der zugrunde liegenden Dienste

Figure 12: The development of Düren: 1801-1828; 1891-1912; 1936-1945; 2018
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Inner city masterplan
Rapid rebuilding the inner city of a city creates problems. These 
problems are still visible today. The inner city feels empty, bleak, 
and distant. The public space in the shopping area has recently 
been revitalised and feels a lot more inviting and stimulating public 
life in the streets. But a lot more is needed for Düren to become 
an attractive city again. That is why the municipality wrote a new 
masterplan in 2014.

To enhance the public life the municipality has a few main focus 
points. There should come public places where people, especially 
young and old, can meet and connect. Accessibility is a major 
theme, the elderly should be able to come everywhere, and create 
viewing places for them. Besides that, there should also be place 

where everyone can sit freely, without any conditions. Also, there 
needs to be recreative activities and places for the youth.[10] 

Culture needs to be more embedded in the inner city. It should play 
a dominant and permanent role. It is also important to persevere 
the few historic objects which are left, or enhance their presence. 
The three main public square need to have an own function and 
theme. It would be preferable to bring the water back in the inner 
city, since water has played an important role in the history of 
Düren. The inner city needs to become greener as well to make 
it more attractive. And the food service industry needs to be 
stimulated [11]. 

Figure 14: Impression of Düren’s city centre Figure 15: Impression of Düren’s city centre
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The location
When walking around in Düren I stumbled upon an open area 
adjacent to the ring road. I directly had the feeling something 
was missing in this space. Three big buildings are orientated to 
a midpoint, where nothing is happening. The fourth corner is an 
open place with some green overflowing in a parking lot. The place 
has way more potential. It was evident for me there should come 
a building which finished the square and creates defined places, 
instead of the now undefined space. 

Independently my dad and I came to the conclusion this place 
needed a theatre. For me, this was a gut feeling and in some weird 
way this place really called for it. The theatre can bring live during 
the day and at night. Attracting different public to this place. The 

café and restaurant are also important, since there is none yet 
at the square. Furthermore, the location is ideal. Close to the city 
centre, but also close to a main road and parking lot.

During the analysis of the historic maps of Düren, the idea of 
designing a theatre on that spot was confirmed again. Before 
the bombing in 1944 there stood a theatre as well. The images 
above show what to the three main buildings around the square 
during the rebuilding of Düren. The Leopold-Hoesch Museum was 
reconstructed mostly. The Marienkirche has been rebuild differently 
but one can still see a clear dialogue with the past. The theatre has 
never been rebuild, instead there is now a parking lot. 

Figure 16: Impression of the site Figure 17: The old and the rebuild buildings at the site
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Around the chosen area most of Düren’s public buildings are 
situated. At the square stands the Leopold-Hoesch Museum, the 
Marienkirche which is also used for concerts, and the court of 
Düren. Close to the square the Music school, the paper museum, a 
primary school, an evening school, and a small theatre school are 
located. Along the site runs the ring road of the inner city, at the 
place where once was the city moat. Still one can find traces of the 
old city wall alongside the road. 

Site masterplan
Introducing a new volume on the place of the old theatre should 
divide the undefined area into three to four squares. Creating 
more enclosed and defined spaces. Besides that, a promenade 
along the ring road should enclose the big square from the street. 
Furthermore, it should enhance the link with the old city wall and 
create a pleasant walk around the inner city. 

The new volume will be a theatre as well. This theatre focusses 
on the community and is also open during the day so people can 
walk in and meet. The restaurant should facilitate this meeting and 
enhance the public life at the square during the day. The theatre 
mostly comes to life a night, stimulating the nightlife in Düren as 
well. Furthermore, the theatre focusses on educating. Around the 
theatre there are a lot of schools which can use the spaces in the 
theatre during the day. In this way, the theatre connects to the 
existing scene of culture and education and hopefully works as a 
catalyser. 

The square which is formed between the museum, the church, and 
the theatre becomes a cultural square. Enhancing the cultural 
cluster in Düren and presenting it to the public. The parking lot is 
still mostly there, but in the future there will probably build upon.  

Figure 18: The inner city of Düren with the site
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Figure 19: Current situation Figure 20: Masterplan of the site
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After exploring the context one has hopefully a 
clear idea of the context and the vision for the 
building. It is not required to know everything in 
detail, but knowing the rough outlines will help 
one in creating a coherent building. From this 
point onwards one starts a time consuming and 
challenging process of transcribing the ideas 
into a design. However, the process of exploring 
is never finished and continuous until the end of 
the design phase. 

It is a process of trial an error. To improve the 
ideas one has to come up with a lot of different 
ideas and selecting the best ideas. Throughout 
the process some ideas become leading and 
come back in the design in different shapes. 
Sometimes one has to kill his darlings, and some-
times one has to cling onto them and struggle. 
And then reflect again if it is worth pursuing the 
design, or something is fundamentally wrong. 

When one chooses the general layout of the 
building a long process starts shifting between 
different scales. Conflicts between the parts and 
the whole start to arise, but also between ideas 
and reality, context, and each other. At the At 
the end, it is a constant puzzle resolving prob-
lems and mediating. Different media are need-
ed to explore the possibilities of the design. To 
come to my final design, I used model making, 
drawing, sketching, computer modelling, de-
scribing, and reflecting. All required to commu-
nicate the idea to oneself but also to others. 

This section will describe the transcribing of 
the ideas into the design of the various levels. 
First, the reaction to the context will be ex-

plained. Then the whole building is introduced 
through showing the plans and sections. Fol-
lowed by a more detailed explanation of how 
the ideas shaped the spaces. This description is 
divided into three parts: the theatre, the front of 
the house, and the back of the house. Finally, 
the mediating factor of the facades will be de-
scribed. 

Transcribing
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In the first section, the masterplan for the site has been introduced. 
This chapter will explain how the building fulfils this masterplan. 
The most notable about the volume is the rotation in the building. 
Through this rotation, the building reacts to the different grids in 
the city. The main direction of the building follows the ring road, 
the city wall, and the old orientation of the theatre. In this way, it 
connects to the old context and the previous theatre. Bringing the 
old gathering of public buildings to life again. After a long volume 
study, this orientation is also the best reaction to finishing the 
square. Furthermore, it does not neglect the court on the other side 
of the street. The turned volume reacts to the orientation of the 
building block in the north and the parking lot at the east. Allowing 
the street to be finished and creating an opportunity for a possible 
new building at the parking lot to connect to the theatre and the 
street.  

The rotation creates two ‘front’ sides for the building. The side 
turned towards the square holds the main entrance for the public 
and opens up towards the square. The side turned towards the city 
contains the entrance for the actors, employees, and students. The 
building has two faces, a public face focused on meeting and a 
semi-public face focused on working and learning. 

The volume of the building creates three defined spaces around it. 
Firstly, it creates a strong border at the last open side of the cultural 
square. The building opens up towards the square and creates 
viewing places towards the south, focused on the square and the 
Leopold Hoesch museum. At the same time, it brings life to the 
square by showing the people in the building. Secondly, a square 
located at the feet of the church tower. A smaller square for small 
activities and at the same time accentuates the tower. The third 
space creates a small area for sitting.

THE CONTEXT
Revitalising the city

Figure 22: Masterplan of the site with the theatre
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Nowadays theatres and people are too much focused on just 
watching the performance. However, another important aspect of 
theatre is coming together and meet. Just a century back theatres 
were the locus of public life. They were meeting places where life 
in the front of the house was as important as watching the play. 
The focus of this theatre is not just on the play but mainly on the 
spectator, or participant. It tries to fight the individualizing and 
isolation of society. The theatre is the perfect place to engage 
with others, one watches together the same event and play, and 
have an interest in common, going to the theatre. Surely one has 
a conversation starter. Furthermore, this theatre focusses on all 
members of the society and tries to bring them together. 

To facilitate the dialogue between people the architecture in 
the building focusses on four major points: flexibility in use, 
atmosphere, scale, and connecting spaces. The building can be 
separated into four parts: the theatre, the front of the house, the 
back of the house, and the facades. The following chapters will 
explain each section according to the major themes. This chapter 
will first give a holistic view of the building by presenting the plans 
and sections.

THE BUILDING
Plans & Sections
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GSEducationalVersionFigure 24: Floor -1 (-3600mm) 1:400
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Figure 25: Floor 0 (-600mm) 1:400
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Figure 26: Floor 1 (+3600mm) 1:400
N

GSEducationalVersion Figure 27: Floor 2 (+7200mm) 1:400
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Figure 28: Section A
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Figure 29: Section B & C
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The form of the main theatre (600 seats) is based on the 
Shakespearian theatre, in particular the Shakespearian theatre 
in Gdanks. A form where on each side something happens. At 
three sides, people are sitting and filling the walls, like books in 
shelves, bringing the walls to life. The side left open leaves room 
for the performance to unfold. To connect the three sides better 
and not exclude someone in a corner, the two corners are curved. 
In this way, it achieves an intimate and connecting atmosphere. 
The audience embraces the stage and is also able to see the 
other spectators well. This wrapping around the stage enables the 
highest amount of people close to the stage and still being able to 
see all the other spectators. The auditorium is focused on the sitting 
together of the audience and the relation between the actors and 
the audience.

Most of the space is cladded in wood, a warm and well ageing 
material. A material where young and old feel at home with. For the 
elderly it feels familiar, still the fresh look of the wood also appeals 
to the youth. Besides that, the wood also works acoustically well. 
The benches are made of wood and are fixed. People can sit, stand, 
or lie on the benches where they want. For some extra comfort one 
can take a cushion, which is provided at the entrance or is already 
present in the auditorium.

The design of these benches is the starting point for designing the 
building and also determines the dimensions of the building. It 
started off as a cube of 3x3x3m, based on three benches stepped 
behind each other given the height and width of the cube. The 
length is also three meter in order to form the benches in more 
directions within the same grid. While designing the front of the 
house the cube became 3x3x3.6m. Putting all the cubes together 
creates a grid which orders the building. When possible the building 
follows the grid, but it is not a rigid rule. 

THE THEATRE
Gathering around a performance
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Figure 30: Theatre in Gdansk

Figure 31: Grid of the building

Figure 32: The main theatre
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Figure 33: The main theatre Figure 34: The small theatre
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Flexibility is highly important in a theatre. Every play is different and 
demands a different relation between actor and audience. For this 
reason, the auditorium contains an adjustable floor, which enables 
to reshape the space into different settings. For the floor, the same 
principle is used as in the Shakespearian theatre in Gdanks. Having 
this adjustable floor also gives rise to other functions to take place 
in the auditorium like: a congress, a concert, a wedding, a funeral, a 
sports match, and so on.  

The smaller theatre (180 seats) is more a multipurpose room with 
an extendable tribune. It can be used as a rehearsal room, side 
stage, congresses, music performance, workshops, act for a school, 
etc. There are different possible uses for different times of the day. 

The theatre spaces are separated by two movable acoustic walls. 
Allowing the theatres to function separately as well as jointly. The 
theatres are placed at a 120-degree angle. Through this rotation, 
the audience of both theatres can see each other and feel more 
connected. Besides that, it reflects the rotated grid in the city where 
the whole building reacts upon. Through following the rotation in 
the city, the spaces around the auditoriums are more functional 
as well. Furthermore, the front stage is used more and needs more 
space than the backstage.

The combination of theatres creates new opportunities in use. 
Moreover, it enlarges the capacity of people in one space. This can 
be even more enlarged through using the storage space as well, or 
extend the theatre in the foyer as well. Figure 35: Overview of the theatre spaces
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The theatre should not only be a place to watch a play. It should 
accommodate and stimulate the public life as well. The front of the 
house is the part where most of the interactions between people 
take place. It is the place where the visitor enters and waits till he 
or she is allowed to enter the auditorium. And comes again in the 
break and after the play. During these times people see and meet 
each other, the objective of the front of the house is to stimulate 
the dialogue between people. 

The most important spaces in the front of the house are the two 
foyers. Both stretch over two floors connecting spaces and create 
viewing places. All public spaces are visually connected and one is 
able to walk freely from one space to another. One is able to look 
from one space into another space, and vice versa. Creating spaces 
to stand and watch, the persons being watched can become an 
actor himself. At the same time the one who is watching can be an 
actor in someone else’s view, and so on. Even though there are a lot 
of little subspaces and nooks where one can sit, still one reassured 
that he or she is part of a bigger whole. Designing the building was 
a constant search for the balance between creating intimate sitting 
spaces where one can sit together and connect, and the belonging 
to the bigger whole the open public spaces. 

The visitor is also led through a sequence of spaces. It has a lot of 
similarities with entering a house. In short, the visitor first comes in 
a transition space which is outside but also a little inside, see it as 
the front porch. Then he comes in a lower and small space, where 
he is invited by the staff. He continuous into another slightly higher 
and bigger space where he can hang his jacket. Then he is allowed 
to enter the living room, and is free to go wherever he likes to go. 
There are stairs on different places so the visitor can explore and 
wander around the building at his own pace. This process contains 
a lot of turning reorienting the view of the visitor and evoke a 
feeling of entering into a different world. 

FRONT OF THE HOUSE
Stimulating the dialogue between people

Figure 37: The foyer
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In the foyer the round skylights function as natural spotlight. 
Throughout the day the sun highlights a part of the space, and 
frames that area. When somebody or something stands in the light 
it attracts your focus, and the subject becomes an actor. This effect 
of the spotlight is heightened through the absence of windows in 
the walls, creating higher contrasts. The space is internally focused. 
The idea of the domes finds its origin in the combination of two 
references, the domes of St. Anna’s church and the spotlights in a 
theatre. The detail of the skylight is shown to the right. 

The style set in the front of the house is a combination between 
the style of a public building and a more domestic setting. This 
is done in order for people to feel more at home and welcome. 
The outside of the auditorium rooms are cladded within wood, 
a warm and natural material. Between the slats there are gaps 
with sound isolation behind them to mute the reverberations in 
the foyers. On the ground lays a grey and soft carpet, a material 
associated with home and theatre. It mutes the sound, but also 
sounds in the theatre and your footsteps as well. When walking 
on the carpet it feels like one is floating through the space. The 
chosen carpet is easy to clean and long-lasting, furthermore, the 
pattern hides stains. It also creates a more variating and interesting 
floor and relates with the whites and blacks to the facades. The 
other material on the floor is grey stone, it was chosen due to the 
same criteria as the carpet and should also relate to the carpet. 
The stone is placed in areas where the outside meets the inside, it 
functions as a buffer and binds both. It is also better to clean than 
the carpet. The white stucco walls contrast the natural and soft 
materials, they create a fresher looking space. Besides that, they 
can be used to project something on, and function as a neutral 
background. 
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Figure 38: Detail of the rooflight 1:10
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Figure 39: The front of the house
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These vast amount of spaces are needed to support the many 
people who come to visit a play. However, during the day, and 
some evenings, these spaces are utterly empty. This is a shame 
and the reason why this theatre is designed to facilitate different 
scenario’s in the front of the house. 

The two high spaces, the main foyer and the restaurant, can 
be used for different events and are supported by the spaces 
around them. Wherein the walking areas, for example, become a 
tribune. During the day the spaces can be used for conferences, 
presentations, exhibitions, teaching, working, community 
events, restaurant, cafeteria, etc. At night they can be used as 
a foyer, restaurant, theatre, bands, outdoor theatre, and all the 
other possible ways. All in order to create a lively place for the 
community. 

To make this flexible use possible, the spaces designed neutrally 
while still having their own character. The foyers are higher and 
stretch across two stories generating more height creating more 
possibilities in use. There are also several storage rooms throughout 
the building to store the things needed for different events. The 
buffer zone around the theatre plays an important role as well. 
In this zone, most of the installations are placed and it contains 
several storage rooms. 

Figure 40: View from the terrace
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Figure 41: Approaching the theatre

When I enter the square I see three buildings turned towards each 
other, as if they are in a gathering. The concrete building must be 
the theatre. I see that the building has just been finished and that 
this week it will be opened. In front of the big window plane, I see 
people sitting and I can see the spaces inside. 

When I approach the theatre I am drawn to the right corner. I 
suppose that the entrance is hidden behind the wall. When I pass 
the wall I see the entrance doors. Stepping down the stairs it feels 
like entering a space which is at the same time inside and outside 
the building. Through the window to the right, I can already see the 
life in the foyer. This is where I want to go.

I enter the building and am welcomed by the people behind the 
desk. I turn to the right and see the place where I can hang my 
coat. I leave my coat at the desk and am ready to explore the 
theatre. I rotate my body 180 degrees and see the foyer. I am 
drawn to the higher and lighter space. The round skylights create a 
playful effect in the space.  A man is playing the piano, filling the air 
with beautiful sounds. Figure 42: The entrance

Figure 43: Approaching the theatre

Figure 44: Entering the building
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I wander through the foyer to the other side. When entering the 
foyer I did not see the stairs, a welcoming surprise. I decide to go 
upstairs. From here I got a nice overview of the foyer. I see someone 
walking the stairs, someone sitting there, two people walking hand 
in hand. It is a nice spot to observe people from. After a short 
break, I continue my exploration. I set off to the terrace I see in the 
distance. 

Having arrived at the other side of the foyer the restaurant and 
terrace are beautifully framed from this point. It is an open light 
and pleasant space to see. Separated from the walking areas by 
three columns. Furthermore, the restaurant is lowered two steps 
and is two stories high. On the other side of the walking area, I see 
intimate sitting places embedded in the auditorium volume. 

Figure 45: View of the foyer

Figure 46: View of the foyer

Figure 47: View of the restaurant

Figure 48: View of the restaurant
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Figure 51: View of the restaurantFigure 49: View of the terrace

I walk through the restaurant and enter the terrace. From this place 
I can watch over the whole square and admire the Leopold Hoesch 
museum again. It is an exquisite place to watch people walking 
across the squares and the cars passing by. The stepped floor 
creates different sitting places, giving everyone a good view. But 
also create smaller parts in the whole. Upon looking back I see a 
white balcony thorning above everything. From there I will probably 
have an even better view. 

I take the stairs to the second floor, while moving up I watch the 
cars chasing by. Eventually I arrive at the balcony, I feel like an 
emperor looking over his empire. Walking back inside I get a good 
overview of the restaurant. I decide to stay and stand here for a 
while to watch people wandering around. 

Figure 50: Leopold Hoesch museum Figure 52: Going upstairs
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Normally the back of the house is a neglected part and tucked 
away under the building. On the contrary, the back of the house in 
this theatre is mostly above the ground and has a clear entrance. 
This creates better working conditions and makes it easier to use 
the spaces in different ways. For example, the dressing rooms are 
now also suited as classrooms. 

During the day the back of the house is used for working, learning, 
preparing, and practising. At ground level, the technical staff is 
preparing the stage for the play in the evening. At the first floor, 
some actors are rehearsing the play which will take place that 
evening. Next door a class is held and will soon move to the small 
theatre to practice. On the second floor, the other staff of the 
theatre is working. In the evening the classrooms become dressing 
rooms and everything is focused on the play. 

The back of the house has its own entrance and functions apart 
from the front of the house. However, it can also be connected 
to the front of the house on the second floor and through the 
auditorium spaces. Nonetheless, a visual connection stays in play 
ton the second floor, so the staff can see who they are working 
for. The public space is in the back of the house is a continuous 
realm. The circular stairwell connects the floors functionally but 
also visually. The foyer on the second floor is an open area where 
actors and the employees can meet. Moreover, it is also possible to 
work, study, relax, or any other event desired. This all to stimulate a 
dialogue between the different people.

BACK OF THE HOUSE
Working, Teaching, Relaxing

Figure 53: The artists foyer
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Figure 54: Axonometric view of the back of the house
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The façade is the threshold and mediator between the inside and 
the outside of a building. It closes off and opens up spaces, showing 
them to the outside. The windows are designed as big stages 
showing different parts and activities in the building. At the same 
time, they frame the outside and give the people the possibility to 
look outside. Each window to the outside tells its own story, and 
some show nothing and are only there to let in light. To create 
focus and make the façade as easy to read as possible there is just 
one opening in each plane. This creates a simple division between 
open and close, like Schwarz did in his churches. This placement of 
the windows will be discussed later in this chapter.

The façades consist of just two contrasting materials, white 
concrete and black aluminium. This reduction to the essence of 
the façade might seem to become boring. For this reason, the 
concrete has been well thought off and works on different scales. 
At a distance, the concrete looks like one flush façade, here the 
different planes should make the building pleasant to watch. 
Coming closer one sees the lines of the in situ cast concrete. These 
lines order the façade and also continue in the window planes. 
Advancing even further one sees the texture of the wood which is 
left in the concrete, making the façade more alive and create some 
differences. One can also see a third material, the life inside the 
building. Through the reduction of the facades, the focus lays at 
what happens at the inside. The openings show the wood of the 
auditorium and the people moving inside. The inside brings in this 
way the façade to life.  

THE FACADES
The threshold

GSEducationalVersion

Figure 55: Façade detail 1:100
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Figure 56: South elevation

The south façade up towards the square and the Leopold Hoesch 
museum. At the same time, it functions as a proscenium and 
thrust stage, showing the life inside towards the city. The terrace is 
stepped, creating viewing places at different levels and opens the 
building towards the square. Besides that, the terrace is designed 
to transform into an outdoor theatre. The overhang does not only 
work as a protection against the sun but also creates the possibility 
to hang curtains, scenery, and so on. The balcony is a nice little 
addition from where someone can, for example, narrate the play. It 
is placed at the corner and oversees the whole square.

The window plane is so dominant that the rest of the is façade 
kept simple and clear of windows. The closed plane contrasts the 
window plane and can be used for projecting events or movies 
on. The entrance is at the bottom right. The entrance doors are 
hidden, however a gap in the wall in front of it reveals a part of the 
entrance. Furthermore, the shadows created by the overhang and 
the lowered and shortened wall show there is an explorable space 
behind the wall. 

Figure 57: West elevation

The west façade runs along the ring road of Düren. This façade is 
more closed off but gives a few peaks in the building. The two large 
volumes, extruded out of the mass, break the façade into parts, 
creating a more interesting façade and depth in the façade. The 
right volume functions as a proscenium stage and reveals a lot of 
the inside life to the passer-by. At the front of the ‘stage’ a stair is 
placed where one can see people walking up and down. Behind it 
one can discover different layers and eventually see the other side 
of the building. 

In the middle of the façade there is a long window, showing sitting 
areas on the different floors and marking the end of the front of the 
house. The other extruded volume is the side stage and is a blind 
wall. Above the side stage, the covered terrace of the artist foyer 
opens up one corner of the volume. The fly tower of the theatre 
gives the façade composition also a vertical dimension. 
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Figure 58: North elevation 

The north facade is used for supplying the theatre. There are two 
big doors and enough space in front to load or unload all the things 
needed for the theatre. Above the doors, a long stretching window 
plane shows the artist foyer. Bring a lot of light to the inside, but 
also allowing the cars passing by to see inside. At the same time, 
it creates a nice view from the inside overlooking the street and 
the city. The other side of the façade opposite to the neighbouring 
apartments is closed.

Figure 59: East elevation

At the east façade, the entrance of the back of the house is located. 
The entrance is part of a window plane which shows the life in the 
back of the house. It is like a multilevel stage showing the learning, 
practising, and working spaces. The window of the small theatre 
space does not show something, it is only there to let in the desired 
light for practising and music performances. 

The composition of the facades is broken by the rotation in the 
building. On the second floor, a gap is made in the mass allowing 
light to enter deep into the building. Furthermore, this gap connects 
the front and back of the house visually. The window plane at the 
left shows people taking the stairs and at the same time allows the 
people inside to look to the city. At the upper part of the window, 
one can see the conference and workshop space. 
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My time as an architecture student can be 
marked as a constant search for creating mean-
ingful buildings which can endure for a long 
time. The answer to this is creating places which 
are embraced by society and confirms to their 
demands now and in the future. To respond 
to the future the building should be flexible in 
use to a certain extent. It should offer as many 
possible activities in a space as possible without 
altering the space too much and without the 
feeling that it is a universal and neutral space. 

Using knowledge about the place and the past 
to create something new has been an important 
focus for me as well. This building upon the ex-
isting knowledge is something Rudolf Schwarz 
and Miroslav Šik try to achieve creating a mean-
ingful continuity as well. There is never one right 
answer to respond to the brief, however through 
an active dialogue one has to try to find the best 
possible answer at that moment in time. 

Before designing the theatre I did an extensive 
research to understand what a theatre is and 
should do, and in what context I am building. 
Through reading and interviewing I got a clear 
view of what I want to achieve with the theatre. 
Besides that, I analysed what the current prob-
lems are in theatre buildings and what the place 
needs. By combining this knowledge with new 
possibilities and ideas in architecture and my 
own frame of reference, I hope to set the next 
step in theatre architecture. Hopefully, someone 
else will build upon my ideas and evolve them 
further. In order to change architecture step by 
step, not for the sake of innovating, but for the 
sake of creating better architecture which an-

swers the current and maybe future needs.

Obtaining knowledge is important, however be-
ing able to transform this knowledge and make 
it your own is even more important. This process 
of transforming one has to learn and practice 
a lot. Through spending time on learning from 
knowledge this transforming will be easier each 
time you do it. 

I enjoy, and get a lot of energy from, exploring 
and finding new references through research, 
travelling, observing, and engaging in a good 
dialogue with others. I am really excited when 
I combine two different references together and 
they form something new and interesting. Often 
I find solutions for my design issues in the ev-
eryday things. The issue is often in the back of 
your head, and then at a sudden you see, for 
example, a tree and this gives the inspiration for 
a certain solution. But it is also nice to observe 
others. How do they behave in the space? Or get 
inspiration through watching a movie, or just 
stare out of the windows to my ‘theatres’. To cre-
ate better designs one needs a broad frame of 
references, not just in the architectural domain, 
but in as many domains as possible. 

Most importantly this project reconfirmed and 
made my own style and interest more explicit. In 
summary, the themes I find important and want 
to pursue are: flexibility in use; places to gather; 
meaningful continuity; own identity; respond to 
the place; reducing to the essence; order and 
randomness; the in-between space; transition 
public-private; frame of reference; analogies; 
time(less).

Reflecting
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During my graduation I learned a lot about myself. From the 
beginning I knew it would an intensive year. It was hard to start 
again after a year not focussing on architecture. I instead was a 
member of the board of my association and did a few courses in 
innovation management, to broaden my frame of reference. 

The first lesson I learned was through the analysis of Rudolf 
Schwarz. Before this project I did not read a lot of books, but the 
writings of Schwarz inspired may and made me enthusiastic. I have 
never gone to the library with such joy to collect a book to learn 
more. It was really interesting to read and to learn more about the 
building. That is also maybe why I went so deep into his theories 
and forgot to analyse the building itself. I saw it as a different 
approach to analysing a building and let others see the meaning 
behind the building. After my preliminary, it became clear this was 
not the right approach. Now at the end of the project, I found a way 
to show the relation between the meaning, form, and use of the 
building. Which in my opinion is really interesting. In the future, I 
need to have clear moments of reflection upon the approach. 

During the design phase, I had some major problems and learned 
a lot about how to tackle those problems. I knew about myself that 
I will always persist till the end, that I am a perfectionist, and love 
to question everything. These are qualities of mine but also pitfalls. 
In the beginning, I wanted way too much and question everything. 
Even though I knew I could not change everything, my will to 
discover how it can be done better and try new things was stronger. 
Questioning everything while help you advance further, however 
questioning too many things at the same time will get you stuck. At 
one point in this studio I got lost. I wanted too many things at the 
same time, but I did not have the knowledge to comprehend these 
aims. 

At the midterm I was drastically stopped and had to create a new 
design within two weeks. After this negative feedback, I found that 
my perseverance was strong and directly came up with a few new 
ideas and designs. But after a few weeks and through the new 

LESSONS LEARNED
Personal reflection

immense time pressure I noticed my motivation was gone. Due to 
all of this I started procrastinating a lot, this at the end became a 
real issue. In the two meetings with the student advisor, I found the 
cause of the procrastination. Most probably I wanted too much to 
succeed and the negative feedback set me back. It is hard when 
you don’t want to fail, but still fail hard, then you don’t want to fail 
again and seek reasons to blame, and you start procrastinating. 
But the moment I knew this was the issue and found out how to 
tackle it all went better. It was still hard because I had a lot of work 
to catch up and is still a big and complex building. I really helped to 
create rhythm in my days, for this point on I sat almost every day at 
the university and worked hard. This was the main solution to the 
problem. I also adjusted my expectations from, it has to be perfect, 
to more realistic and tangible goals. 

Each time I had to start again, the building became so much better 
than before. Despite the design changing so much, my vision 
stayed the same and became better and better during the project. 
I just had to find the right way to transcribe this vision into design. 
First, I wanted to create a new form in theatre building and try to 
let the auditorium and front of the house flow over into each other. 
This created so many issues I realised I had to take a more realistic 
road. To translate theatre one has to do this step by step, especially 
if you don’t have much knowledge about theatre building yet. Still, 
the building is not like a conventional theatre and addresses a lot of 
relevant issues. That is why I see this building as a stepping stone in 
creating theatres which meet the current demand. 

I kept on learning about theatre building while designing. Through 
this, the building was altered many times and got many different 
layers. This will always happen while designing and helps to evolve 
your building. It became a building of constant compromises. 
Compromises sound like a bad thing, however they show a 
dialogue. The different parts of the building interact and eventually 
make each other better. It helps to engage actively in this dialogue 
and also discuss it with other. This helps you understand the 
problem and to find new solutions. It was nice to see how one idea 
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can come back in so many ways in the design and transform, grow, 
become better. Until it ‘fits’, fits in the context, respond to the needs, 
connects to the other parts and the whole. Ideas fuse, enhance 
each other, but some also clash and you have to choose. 

Looking back I loved learning and broadened my capacity to learn. 
I achieved all my goals I set in the beginning. Some exceeded the 
expectations others still need some work but have been developed 
further. When reading my application for both studios I see again 
what I wanted to learn. It is nice to see I have met both aims 
through designing this theatre. Moreover, I found my own style 
through learning, designing, and reflecting. In the end, I am really 
pleased with the result. 
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The masterly Apprentice, learning from looking
We all want to be original and make an impact. I often hear 
that you should first try to think for yourself and do not copy 
anything. We all focus on being original and achieve this ourselves 
by focusing on our own ideas and capabilities. However, I think 
it is more important to embrace the fact that there is so much 
information available. Everything you design is eventually based 
upon your frame of reference. Things you learned in the past. It 
would we stupid to think you can just lock everything out. You 
should embrace all the valuable knowledge which is around you. 
And see what good or bad in your eyes in this way you learn, and 
become a better architect with a bigger frame of reference. 

It is like a big library of ideas, it is the fuel for your imagination. 
You should work on your brain which can relate all different ideas, 
images, and experiences and create new relations. There is the 
creative power. In this studio, I want to enrich my brain and learn 
how to really look and learn from buildings, nature, and others. 
Moreover, translate this knowledge into a design, and create my 
own language and style. Something which needs time and changes 
over time. I like to see it develop and evolve. 

At this moment I am really interested in creating a nostalgic feeling 
through imitating old styles. This interest was triggered again when 
I was sitting in the train and overheard a conversation about two 
newly built buildings next to the station of Tilburg. These buildings 
imitate the style of old Roman buildings. The ladies having the 
conversation, were talking about the buildings and liked them a 
lot. I started thinking again, why do we like these old buildings so 
much? Why don’t we have an aversion to copying old styles, while 
most people like it a lot? I would like to study the masters of old 
times and investigate which principles are timeless and can be 
implemented well in our current time and society.

APPENDIX
My motivation for the graduation studio

Intermediate size, the meeting point
I would like to start with my most vivid memory of my visit to the 
city of Rome. This was when I stumbled upon a square. It was a 
quiet space in the roaring city. I felt a certain kind of peace and 
embracing feeling upon me. It was not a very special inner court, 
but in a certain way it worked. I don’t know if it were the dimensions 
or the ambience, or most probably the combination of all. I still 
treasure that moment and would love to create such a place, and 
one day someone will walk through it and get the same feeling. Or 
to help with social cohesion. 

Inner courtyards, enclosed gardens, and pocket parks, meeting 
points and important links in the social network. These spaces 
don’t officially belong to anyone, but are often claimed by a 
group of people. Together they form a pact who will use the 
place but also take care of it. This meeting point, and functioning 
as a commonplace, is not self-evident but should be carefully 
constructed. This is what I find interesting about the intermediate 
size. How can you create a space where people want to come 
together? 

To participate in this project is not an obvious choice for me, as a 
more architecture focused student. However, I think it an interesting 
and important aspect to analyse and investigate. The transition 
between the public and private space is essential to incorporate 
in your design. There should be a buffer between both extremes. 
This can be outside the building as well as inside the building. I also 
studied this transition in my BEP, and have also studied different 
patterns and pattern language throughout my study. With this 
graduation project I want to extend my knowledge and learn how 
I can use this knowledge in buildings which will connect with their 
environment.
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